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1.

Los Angeles Basin

1.1.

Introduction
The Los Angeles Basin is a stratigraphic and structural basin in Southern
California, USA, located between the Peninsular and Transverse ranges and
the continental borderland, extending from Point Dume south to Dana Point.
The onshore portion of the basin extends approximately 50 mi in a
northwest-southeast direction and 20 mi in a northeast-southwest direction
(Lindblom and Dupler, 2003) and is bounded on the north by the Santa
Monica Mountains and Puente Hills, and on the east and south by the Santa
Ana Mountains and San Joaquin Hills (Fig. 1.1). The Palos Verdes
Peninsula marks the outer edge of the basin along the coast.

Fig. 1.1 Map of Southern California showing the location of the Los Angeles
Basin.

The Los Angeles Basin is a major oil and gas province. Due to its relatively
small size, large discovered reserves, and great sedimentary thickness it is
considered the world’s most productive basin in terms of hydrocarbon
volume per volume of sedimentary rock fill (Biddle, 1991). Since oil
production began in California in 1880, more than 65 fields have been
discovered (Biddle, 1991), many of which are still producing today (Fig. 1.2,
Table 1).
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Fig
g. 1.2. Map sho
owing the locattions of oil fieldds in the Los A
Angeles Basin
(So
ource: Gautier, et al. USGS ppresented at AA
APG 2012 Annuual Conventionn &
Exh
hibition, Long Beach,
B
Califorrnia) .

Tab
ble. 1.1. Princip
ipal Oil Fields in the Los Anggeles Basin (CD
DOGGR, 20100)
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1.2.

Geologic
cal Dev
velopme
ent of tthe Los
s
Angeles
A
Basin
Thee Los Angeless Basin, is locaated at the junncture of the northwest-southheast
tren
nding Peninsu
ula Ranges andd continental bborderland, annd the east-west
tren
nding Transveerse Ranges annd shares the ggeologic histories and
chaaracteristics off all three (Wrright, 1991). C
Consequently, the basin is loocated
at the
t intersection
n of two majoor active fault systems, the nnorthwest-trennding,
righ
ht-lateral strik
ke–slip San Anndreas–type faaults and the eeast–west faultts,
mo
ostly left-lateraal or thrust fauults that boundd the Transverrse Ranges (Fiig.
1.3). The formatiion of the Loss Angeles basinn and its evoluution as a major
drocarbon-pro
oducing basin aare tied to the evolution of tthe Pacific-Noorth
hyd
Am
merican tectoniic plate bounddary. The interrplay of strikee-slip deformattion
and
d rapid subsideence has largeely controlled the developm
ment of the Loss
Angeles basin ass a major hydro
rocarbon-produucing basin (B
Biddle and Pheelps,
87).
198

Fig
g. 1.3. Major sttructural featurres in the Los A
Angeles Basin (Elliott et al., 22009,
afteer Wright, 1991
1)

Thee Los Angeless Basin has unndergone a muulti-phase tectoonic evolutionn that
hass included (1) Cretaceous annd early Cenozzoic subductioon that ended in the
Oliigocene, appro
oximately 30 m
million years aago (Ma), (2) Middle Mioceene
(20
0 to 10 Ma) shift from subduuction to transsform margin ((strike slip)
tecttonics that ressulted in riftingg and clockwiise rotation off the Transversse
Ran
nges, (3) Late Miocene to E
Early Pliocene (7 to 4 Ma) eextension and
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strike-slip movement that accompanying the opening of the Gulf of
California, and (4) Pliocene to Recent shortening (compression) associated
with uplift of the Transverse Ranges and limited strike slip tectonics (Fig.
1.4) (Wright, 1987; Biddle, 1991; Bilodeau et al., 2007). Major northwesttrending strike–slip faults, such as the Whittier, Newport–Inglewood, and
Palos Verdes faults, dominate the present-day basin (Fig. 1.3). The structural
extension resulted in basin subsidence, deposition of most of the sediment
fill in the basin, and maturation of the source rocks resulting from
sedimentary and structural loading. The topographic highs that punctuate the
surface of the present-day alluvial plain are surface expressions of these
major tectonic trends that serve as trapping mechanisms for many of the
basin’s oil and gas accumulations. Prior to 1925, most discoveries were
based on oil seeps or topographic highs along the Whittier and NewportInglewood fault zones and in the Coyote Hills. Later discoveries have been
in geologic structures with little or no surface expression (Wright, 1991).

Fig. 1.4. Chronology of major Cenozoic events in the Los Angeles region. Note
that geologic time is presented on a logarithmic scale (Wright, 1991).
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During the Middle Miocene rifting phase deepwater organic-rich shales and
diatomaceous rocks that provide the basin’s prolific sources rocks were
deposited. The basin geometry led to restricted ocean circulation and
contributed oxygen depletion in the bottom waters, which enhanced
preservation of the organic matter in these rocks (Biddle, 1991). Towards the
end of Middle Miocene time, approximately 13 ma, the rifted basins to the
north and northeast of the present Los Angeles Basin became filled with
sands and muds deposited by coastal rivers. Rivers in the area of the present
Mojave Desert and southern Sierra Nevada fed sands onto the continental
shelf that eventually flowed down submarine canyons via turbidity currents
to build large deepsea fans that extended into the Los Angeles area (Wright,
1987). These submarine fan deposits provide the reservoir rocks for the
majority of the oil accumulations in the basin. The extensive and continuous
nature of these sands allowed excellent communication (migration
pathways) between the mature oil-generating source rocks and the traps.
This process ultimately produced a very thick interval of alternating
sandstones, siltstones and shales. The sedimentary fill in the central trough
of the Los Angeles basin, a structural low between the Whittier and
Newport–Inglewood faults, consists of Mesozoic/Cenozoic basement rocks.
This sedimentary fill as it rose above sea level began forming what we now
call the “Los Angeles Basin”. In effect, Los Angeles has not been “falling in
to the sea”, as popularly believed, but rather “rising from the ocean”.
The geologic development of the Los Angeles Basin provided a nearly
optimum combination of conditions favorable for petroleum generation and
accumulation (Wright, 1987). These include:
1. Rich and abundant organic source rocks - Middle Miocene deepwater
organic-rich shales and diatomaceous rocks.
2. Adequate hydrocarbon maturation temperatures - Generated by rapid
subsidence and burial under the thick sedimentary sequence.
3. Widespread porous reservoir sands - Most oil occurs in laterally
continuous deepwater fan turbidite sandstones of late Miocene to early
Pliocene age.
4. Early development of structural traps around most of the basin's margins
- Most of the oil (73%) in the Los Angeles Basin is trapped in faulted
anticlines (Wright, 1991).
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1.3.

History of Oil Production in Los
Angeles Basin
The Los Angeles Basin is labeled as the most dense producing oil region in
the world. Oil was first discovered in the Los Angeles Basin around 130
years ago.
Oil production in the Los Angeles Basin started with the discovery of the
Brea-Olinda Oil Field in 1880, and continued with the development of the
Los Angeles City Oil Field in 1893, the Beverly Hills Oil Field in 1900, the
Salt Lake Oil Field in 1902, and many others. The discovery of the Long
Beach Oil Field in 1921, which proved to be the world's richest in
production per-acre of the time, increased the importance of the Los Angeles
Basin as a worldwide oil producer. This increased again with the discovery
of the Wilmington Oil Field in 1932, and the development of the Port of Los
Angeles as a means of shipping crude oil overseas.
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1.4.

Assessment of Remaining Oil
Potential in Los Angeles Basin
(from 2012 USGS Report by Donald Gautier)
How much recoverable oil remains in the Los Angeles basin?
The U.S. Geological Survey recently assessed remaining recoverable oil in
major fields of the Los Angeles Basin using a probabilistic methodology.
The methodology considers estimated original oil in place (OOIP), recovery
efficiency, and extent of application of available production technologies.
The recovery efficiency in the major fields remains low and basin-wide
production continues to fall inspite of one of the world’s greatest
concentrations of oil per unit area. For example, along the Wilmington
Anticline and Newport-Inglewood Fault Zone, where at least six fields have
estimated OOIP volumes in excess of 1 billion barrels. These fields have
been on production for about 90 years and now most fields are widely
viewed as nearly depleted. However, with average recovery of less than 28
% of OOIP, recovery in such major fields could reasonably be expected to
reach at least 40 to 50%. The USGS assessment suggests the most likely
case is that volumes well in excess of one billion barrels of oil could be
recovered from existing fields through widespread application of current
best practice industry technology (AAPG Search and Discovery Article
#90142 © 2012 AAPG Annual Convention and Exhibition, April 22-25,
2012, Long Beach, California)
More than three (between 1.4 - 5.6 billion barrels) billion barrels of
recoverable oil remains in the ten fields of the Los Angeles Basin (Gautier,
et al., USGS).

Los Angeles Basin Petroleum System
The key features of the LA Basin petroleum system are given below
(Gautier, et al., USGS):
•

Prolific Miocene source rock

•

Active petroleum system; ideal timing

•

Submarine fan and slope channel reservoirs

•

Largest traps are faulted anticlines

•

World’s highest known oil/sediment ratio
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Tab
ble 1.2 Assessm
ment of Ten Oill Fields in the L
LA Basin (Souurce: Gautier, eet al.,
USGS presented at
a AAPG 2012 Annual Conveention & Exhibbition, April 222-25,
held
d at Long Beacch, California))

Note: Please refe
fer to Attachmeent 1A titled, “Forgone Oil in the L.A. Baasin
Cook,
by USGS”, by Gaautier, Donaldd L.; Tennyson,, M. E.; Charpentier, R. R.; C
Tro
oy A.; Klett, Tim
mothy R.
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2.

Inglewood Oil Field

2.1.

Introduction
The Inglewood Oil Field is one of the largest urban oil fields in the United
States. The Inglewood Field was discovered in 1924 and over the past 86
years, more than 399 million barrels of oil has been produced from the field
has an estimated ultimate recovery of 430 million barrels of oil (Table 1.1).
USGS EUR for Inglewood Field is 67 - 520 million barrels based on
technology and ultimate recovery efficiency. The oil and natural gas
produced from the Inglewood Oil Field is consumed entirely in California.

2.2.

Location
Covering approximately 1,000 acres, the Inglewood Oil Field is one of the
largest urban oil fields in the United States. It is located in the northwestern
portion of Los Angeles Basin, ten miles southwest of downtown Los
Angeles. The Inglewood Field is not actually in the city of Inglewood, but is
primarily located in Baldwin Hills and is surrounded by Culver City and
several Los Angeles communities including View Park, Windsor Hills, Blair
Hills and Ladera Heights.
The field is bisected by La Cienega Boulevard, north of Slauson Avenue
(Fig. 2.1). Its natural boundaries encompass the cities of Los Angeles and
Culver City, as well as the West Los Angeles Community College campus
and the Kenneth Hahn State Recreation Area.

Fig. 2.1. Location map showing the productive boundaries of the Inglewood Oil
Field (Elliott et al., 2009).
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2.3.

In
nglewoo
od Oil F
Field Sttratigra
aphy
Thee ages of the producing
p
zonnes in the Ingleewood Oil Fieeld range from
m early
Mid
ddle Miocene to earliest Pleeistocene)–appproximately abbout 15 to 2 M
Ma
(Fig
g. 2) (Wright,1987) and incclude both the oldest and thee youngest
pro
oductive zoness found along tthe Newport-IInglewood Fauult trend. Earlly
pro
oduction was primarily
p
from
m the Pliocene zones where tthe geologic
stru
ucture was mo
ore fully underrstood. More tthan half of thhe produced oiil
occcurs in the E middle
m
Pliocenne Vickers zonne (Wright, 19987). Most reccently,
old
der (deeper), middle
m
Miocenne zones have been the targeets of new
dev
velopment.
Fig
gure 2.2 showss the stratigrapphy of the Ingllewood Oil Fiield.

Fig
g. 2.2. Stratigra
aphic column fo
for the Inglewoood Oil Field (E
(Elliott et al., 20009).
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Thee late Miocenee and Pliocenee producing zoones at the Ingglewood Oil F
Field
werre all depositeed in a similar marine enviroonment at watter depths of 33,000
to 6,000
6
ft. The sandstones
s
andd siltstones reppresent the ouuter fringes of
deeepwater fans, deposited
d
by tturbidity curreents (or similarr mechanisms)
sweeeping across the abyssal pllain from theirr sources to thhe northeast. T
The
shaales were depo
osited more grradually from tthe clouds of suspended claay
parrticles that acccompanied theese submarine flows and lanndslides, or weere
carrried into the sea by floodedd rivers (Wrighht, 1987). The stratigraphic
secction at the Ing
glewood Oil F
Field suggests tthat during latte Miocene tim
me,
the northwest Lo
os Angeles Bassin was largelly beyond the reach of deepw
water
n deposition. The
T Bradna zonne (Fig. 2.3) ccontains only a few thin sannds,
fan
and
d the interval above
a
it is entiirely shale (W
Wright, 1987).

Type Log Disp
plays of Ing
glewood Strratigraphy
Fig
gures 2.3a - d illustrate
i
the tyype log displaays that help teell the story off what
the geologic strattigraphic sectiion looks like between the 33D layers. Thhe
secction is a sand shale sequencce. Oil reservooirs show SP & GR sand
exccursion associaated with highh resistivity, hiighlighted greeen. The e-logg
markers correlatee the reservoirrs across the fi
field and bio sttratigraphic zoones
ve been establiished across thhe basin basedd on fossil fauuna to correlatee the
hav
oil field producin
ng measures.

Fig
g. 2.3a.Investment Zone Type Log of Inglew
wood Field
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Fig
g. 2.3b.Vickers--Rindge Zone T
Type Log of Ingglewood Fieldd

Fig
g. 2.3c Ruble Zone
Zo Type Log oof Inglewood F
Field
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Fig
g. 2.3d Moynierr Zone Type Loog of Inglewoood Field

Fig
g. 2.3e City of Inglewood
I
Zonne Type Log off Inglewood Fieeld
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Fig
g. 2.3f Bradna-S
Sentous Zone T
Type Log of Innglewood Fieldd

2.4.

History of
o Ingle
ewood O
Oil Fielld
Thee Inglewood Oil
O Field has pplayed a majorr role in the hiistory of Los
Angeles. Over th
he field's historry and lifespaan more than 1,829 wells havve
beeen drilled with
hin the historiccal boundariess of the field.
Thee field is locatted at the northhern end of thhe prolific New
wport-Inglewoood
Fau
ult trend. Figu
ures 1.2 and 1.33 show the loccation of the IInglewood Oill Field
in relation
r
to majjor structural ffeatures and oother oil fields in the Los Anngeles
Bassin.
Thee field, which was discovereed in 1924 andd first commeercially producced by
Staandard Oil of California
C
(Chhevron), has unndergone seveeral phases of
dev
velopment sincce the initial ddiscovery. Inittial developmeent was based
soleely on drilling
g topographic hhighs. At the ttime of the iniitial discoveryy, the
area consisted prrimarily of farm
ming and grazzing lands. Oill drilling and
oduction predaated the resideential communnities that weree subsequentlyy built
pro
aro
ound its perimeeter.
Fig
g. 2.4 gives a brief
b
descriptioon of the Ingleewood Explorration and
Pro
oduction historry.
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Fig
g. 2.4. Inglewoo
od Explorationn / Production H
History (Daltoon).

2.5.

Sttructurre of Ing
glewoo
od Field
d
Thee Inglewood Field
F
is a faulteed northwest--trending anticcline. The Senttous
thru
ust fault is preesent on the soouthwest flankk and both thiss fault and the
anticlinal crest arre offset in a rright-lateral diirection by thee NewportIng
glewood fault (Fig.
(
2.5a) (W
Wright, 1991). This offset toook place in lattest
Plio
ocene and Pleistocene time..
Fig
gures 2.5 “a through d” repreesent the strucctural interpretation of the
Ing
glewood Oil Fiield based on image logs froom 36 wells.
Note: Please refe
fer to Attachmeent 2A title, “M
Multiple Usess for Image Loogs
”, by Elliott, J.
J.P; Lockman, Dalton and
Witthin the Los Angeles Basin”
Can
nady, Wyatt, presented
p
at thhe SPWLA 50tth Annual Loggging Symposiuum
helld in The Wood
dlands, Texas,, June 21-24, 2009.
Thee figures illusttrate the faultss, dips, igneouus rocks and m
map of the low
wer
porrtion of the Ing
glewood Oil F
Field Structuree from differennt views.
Thee Inglewood field
f
is a faulteed asymmetriccal northwest-trending anticcline
witth west flank dipping
d
about 20 degrees annd steeper eastt flank about 550
deg
grees. Note th
he index map sshows 3 cross sections from
m south to nortth.
Thee Newport-Ing
glewood fault is a right laterral near verticcal fault in the
sou
uthern portion of the field w
with the east sidde up and wesst side down.
Volcanic intrusio
ons appear in tthe east block. There are a few isolated
nstensional fau
ults associatedd with the shalllow Rindge, V
Vickers and
tran
Inv
vestment sectio
on. The crosss section acrosss the central pportion of the ffield
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sho
ow the Newpo
ort-Inglewood fault to cut onnly the shallow
wer Rubel thruu
Pleeistocene Ingleewood and is aassociated witth a large num
mber of
tran
nstensional fau
ults and appeaars to be transttensional up oon east dippingg
wesstward. This fault
f
system fo
forms what is ccalled the centtral graben. T
The
deeeper section (N
Nodular, Bradnna, Ruble andd Rindge) in thhis portion of tthe
fielld is cut by 3 Sentous
S
reversse faults that hhave been inteerpreted as a thhrust
sysstem soling ou
ut in the Nodullar Shale on thhe steeper eastt flank of the
stru
ucture. The co
ore of the anticcline is more iintensely intruuded by volcannic
dik
kes and sills. The
T northern ccross section hhas been interppreted as an
extension of the central area coontaining 2 Seentous fault traaces with volccanic
intrrusion in the Sentous
S
format
ation with the N
Newport-Ingleewood not cleearly
recognizable but probably relaated to several near vertical faults that cutt the
k. The centrall graben is alsoo not clearly rrecognizable.
steeeper east flank

Fig
g. 2.5a. Schema
atic cross sectioon of the Ingleewood Oil Fieldd (Elliot, 20099
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Fig
g. 2.5b. Schema
atic cross sectioon of Inglewoood Field, southhern portion (E
Elliot,
200
09).

Fig
g. 2.5c. Schema
atic cross sectioon of Inglewoood Field, centraal portion (Elliiott
200
09).
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Fig
g. 2.5d. Schema
atic cross sectioon of Inglewoood Field, northhern portion (E
Elliot,
200
09).
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3.

3D Earth Modeling
As described in the last section, the geologic structure of the Inglewood Oil
Field is very complex. Building 3D structured earth model helps in
understanding the structural complexity. The 3D model also acts as an
excellent visualization tool to understand how the different horizons and
faults are interlinked with each other.
A 3D structural earth model constructed for the Inglewood Oil Field is used
to improve our knowledge of earth structure and assist in the monitoring of
subsurface hydraulic fracturing treatments performed at the field.
Additionally, this 3D model is used to achieve measurable increases in our
abilities to characterize the effect of hydraulic fracturing on near-surface
discontinuous ground water bodies and seismic ground motions. A 3D
model can capture the full physics of hydraulic fracture propagation, thus
leading to a more complete understanding of hydraulic fracturing’s impact at
the surface.
The general procedure and guidelines used to build this 3D structural earth
model, which is built on data from well logs identifying faults and horizons
(formation tops and fault picks), is described in this section. The number of
geologic formation tops, available from well control, used to construct the
individual horizons in the 3D Earth Model were higher in the shallower
zones of the model such as Pico,Vickers, Vickers "H" Sand and Rindge
(~550 well tops) and lower in the deeper zones of the model such as the
Bradna, Nodular and Sentous zones (~120 well tops). This is primarily due
to the fact that there are more well penetrations in the shallower zones of
Inglewood Field as compared to the deeper zones.
A 3D structural model is a mathematical representation of structural
information obtained from a variety of subsurface sources, including 3D
seismic data and well log formation tops. Understanding the spatial
organization of subsurface structures is essential for quantitative modeling of
geological processes and is vital to a wide spectrum of human activities
including hydrocarbon exploration and production and environmental
engineering. These models also provide the framework that supports
numerical simulations of complex phenomena in which structure plays an
important role.
The input data used to create the Inglewood 3D structural model consisted
exclusively of irregularly-spaced well log formation tops and well log fault
picks provided by PXP as Excel spreadsheets. Seismic data were not
included in this study. Because a number of different PXP geoscientists had
picked the various formation tops it was necessary to apply data
management procedures and quality control measures (contribution weights,
uncertainty analysis, spatial filtering) to ensure consistency between the
geologic horizons and fault networks in the model. Additionally, 3D
visualization techniques for simultaneously inspecting the entire datasets
provided an effective means for checking for irregularities in the data. 3D
visualization was used extensively in this process and was an important step
in validating the final input data into the 3D model.
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Table 2 lists the horizons and fault surfaces used to construct the Inglewood
3D structural model. These horizons and faults surfaces honor the available
well log data described above.
Table 2. Inglewood Field Horizons, Formations and Faults in 3D Earth Model
Horizons
Geologic Formation
Intersecting Faults
Newport-Inglewood Fault
Horizon 1
Sentous
Sentous IIIB Thrust Fault
Newport-Inglewood Fault
Horizon 2
Nodular Shale
Sentous IIIB Thrust Fault
Newport-Inglewood Fault
Sentous IIIB Thrust Fault
Horizon 3
Bradna
Sentous II Thrust Fault
Newport-Inglewood Fault
Horizon 4
Moynier
Sentous IIIB Thrust Fault
Sentous II Thrust Fault
Newport-Inglewood Fault
Sentous IIIB Thrust Fault
Horizon 5
Rubel
Sentous II Thrust Fault
VRU 278 Normal Fault
Newport-Inglewood Fault
Sentous IIIB Thrust Fault
Sentous II Thrust Fault
VRU 278 Normal Fault
Horizon 6
Rindge
LAI 361 Normal Fault
VRU 303 Normal Fault
VRU 901 Normal Fault
VIC 242 Reverse fault
Newport-Inglewood Fault
Sentous IIIB Thrust Fault
LAI 361 Normal Fault
LAI 394 Normal Fault
VRU 278 Normal Fault
Horizon 7
H-Sand
VRU 303 Normal Fault
VRU 901 Normal Fault
NI North Normal Fault
VIC 242 Reverse fault
Newport-Inglewood Fault
LAI 361 Normal Fault
LAI 394 Normal Fault
VRU 278 Normal Fault
Horizon 8
Vickers
VRU 303 Normal Fault
VRU 901 Normal Fault
NI North Normal Fault
Newport-Inglewood Fault
Horizon 9
B-UIHZ
VRU 278 Normal Fault
Horizon 10
Pico
Newport-Inglewood Fault
Horizon 11
Surface
Newport-Inglewood Fault

The Inglewood 3D structural model is consistent with both fitting the
observation data (i.e. well log formation tops, fault picks) and the correct
relationships between the geological interfaces such as thickness and selfintersecting constraints. Special emphasis and effort was placed on
determining how the complex fault network within the field and the geologic
horizons are interrelated. The structural history of this field is extremely
complicated due to the complex interactions between the compressional
faults, strike-slip faults and normal faulting over geologic time. Accordingly,
the sealed fault network was initially created and quality controlled before
any geologic horizon were put into the model.
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All faults and geologic horizons comprising the Inglewood Oil Field 3D
model were constructed using triangulated meshes. These triangulated
meshes allow for varying resolution depending on the level of detail needed
on a particular surface (i.e. fault-horizon intersection, curvature anomaly,
etc.) and the input data density. In this 3D model, the resolution of the model
and mesh quality were such that the misfit between each horizon and the
input data describing the horizon was within the range of data uncertainty.
For complex 3D structural models, this need for adaptive resolution is the
motivation for using triangulated surfaces (triangulated irregular networks)
rather than rigid 2D gridded surfaces. This approach produces superior
topological results and was critical to the success in building the Inglewood
3D structural model.
The Inglewood structural model was achieved in two steps. First, the sealed
fault network was built to partition the study area into fault blocks, and
second, the geologic horizons were created.
The generated fault network was first determined by examining how the
individual faults terminated into each other. Defining the connectivity
between the fault surfaces is the most important step in structural modeling,
even before considering the geological surfaces. The input fault point data
were visually inspected for spatial relationships and, in most cases, the input
data needed to be both extended and truncated into main and branching fault
relationships. In the Vickers/Rindge sections of the model, a series of
antithetic normal faults were modeled to truncate into the main NewportInglewood fault creating the central graben in this part of the section. This
central graben terminated at depth and was not present in the deeper sections
of the model, dominated instead by the Sentous thrust faults. Of particular
consequence was the relationship of the Newport-Inglewood fault to the
deeper Sentous thrust faults and the older geologic horizons. The attitude of
the Newport-Inglewood fault was determined through the use of fault
juxtaposition diagrams made from the model and microresistivity-based
borehole images and published cross sections provided by PXP. Geologic
horizon construction was initiated after the sealed fault network was
validated and completed for the final model,
For the horizon-modeling step, all of the 11 horizons were created at once,
without the faults, and then cut by the fault network and re-interpolated
using the fault constraints. This approach automatically computes the
topology of the horizon (fault blocks, logical borders) and the boundary
conditions necessary for model validity. This procedure is very sensitive to
the quality of the fault-network representation and the triangulated mesh
along the fault-cut intersection line; however, this model produced results
that are consistent with the fault network and stratigraphic layering rules.
Careful quality control on all interpolated horizons in the 3D model centered
on mesh refinement, thickness variations between the geologic horizons,
surface curvature analysis, horizon/fault intersections, hanging wall/foot
wall relationships, abrupt fault displacements, strike variations and other
geometric constraints.
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The Inglewood Oil Field 3D structural earth model was developed to more
fully understand the structural complexity present in the subsurface and its
relationship to hydrocarbon production & surface ground motion.
Additionally, this recently advanced 3D model presents a new prospect for
accurately monitoring hydraulic fracturing activities at Inglewood field. This
structural model (Fig. 3.1) now provides the framework to characterize the
geomechanical and petrophysical properties needed for stress/strain studies.

Fig. 3.1. Cross section of the Inglewood Oil Field Earth Model showing
different formation, geologic structure and perched water bodies near surface.

The final model constructed is presented as a series of snapshots (Fig. 3.2
“a” through “v”) depicting the structural evolution of the Inglewood Oil
Field. The snapshots show the different formation layers as they were
deposited over time starting from the oldest to the newest. The wells selected
for the fracturing study are also shown. Fig. 3.1 “u” shows the hydrocarbon
seal in the Inglewood Oil Field Structure.
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g) Moynier Surface on Top

h) Moynier Surface with Faults
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m) Vickers H-Sand Surface on Top

n) H-Sand Surface with Faults
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s) PICO Surface on Top

t) PICO Surface with Faults
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u) Ground Surface on Top
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v) Ground Surface on Top
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Fig. 3.2.Snapshots”a” through v“ depicting structural evolution of the
Inglewood Oil Field.
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4.

Well Construction and Hydraulic
Fracturing

4.1.

Drilling Process
Oil and natural gas reserves are buried deep inside the earth trapped in rock
formations as described in Section 1.2. Wells are drilled to access these
reserves and produce them. These wellbores are designed to last for the life
of the well and are often remediated to maintain integrity beyond the
designated lifespan. The drilling process starts once the operator has
identified the reserves, selected the area and obtained the rights to drill.
During the drilling of an oil or gas well, all the formations through which the
wellbore passes are protected by steel casing that is held in place by a sheath
of cement that surrounds the pipe and is bonded to the formation. The well
then goes through a cycle of drilling, casing and cementing until the target
depth is reached.
Groundwater and water-bearing zones are protected from the contents of the
well during drilling and production operations by a combination of steel
casing, cement sheaths, and other mechanical isolation devices installed as a
part of the well construction process.
It is important to understand that the impermeable rock formations that lie
between the hydrocarbon-producing formations and the shallower
groundwater zones have already isolated the groundwater over millions of
years. The construction of the well is done in a way to prevent
communication (migration and/or transport of fluids) between these
subsurface layers.

Casing
The first step in completing a well after a specific section of hole is drilled is
to case and cement the hole. Casing ensures that after the well is drilled and
drilling fluid is removed, the well will not close in upon itself. At the same
time, casing also protects the fluid moving through the well from outside
contaminants, like water or sand. (www.rigzone.com)
Casing is typically a hollow steel pipe used to line the inside of the drilled
hole or wellbore. Each full length of casing is often referred to as a casing
string. Wells are typically constructed of multiple casing strings including a
surface string and a production string. These strings are set in the well and
cemented in place under specific state and local requirements.

Fig. 4.1 Casing Strings in a Well. Graphic
Courtesy of Texas Oil and Gas
Association; Source: Fracfocus.org

Casing strings are an important element of well completion in regards to
protecting groundwater resources, where present, because they isolate
freshwater bearing zones and groundwater from the contents of the wellbore,
including drilling fluids, completion fluids and flowback, or produced oil
and natural gas. In this regard, surface casing provides the first line of
defense and production casing provides a second layer of protection.
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Steel surface casing is inserted, i.e., run, into the wellbore from surface to
depths between 60 and 1,500 ft. to protect local water bearing zones (Fig.
4.1). Steel intermediate casing is inserted into the well from surface to
depths near the half-way point of the well to protect formations that might
contain higher or lower pressure than the target formation located at the
bottom of the well. Steel production casing is inserted into the well from
surface to the total well depth to create a controlled flow path to allow safe
production of oil or natural gas to surface.

Cementing
After the casing has been run into the drilled hole, it must be cemented in
place. Cementing is the process of placing a cement sheath around casing
strings (Fig. 4.2). The annulus, the space between these concentric casing
“strings” and the drilled hole (wellbore), is filled with cement. Extensive
research and development have gone into developing cement blends and
procedures that will form a tight, permanent seal both to the casing and to
the formation.

Fig. 4.2. A tight, permanent cement sheath between the casing and the formation
stabilizes the wellbore and protects fluid movement.

The purpose of cementing the casing is to provide zonal isolation between
different formations, including complete isolation of any groundwater and to
provide structural support for the well. Cement is fundamental in
maintaining integrity throughout the life of the well and also provides
corrosion protection for casing.
Cementing is accomplished by pumping the cement (commonly known as
slurry) down the inside of the casing into the well to displace the existing
drilling fluids and fill in the space between the casing and the actual sides of
the drilled borehole. The slurry, which consists of a special mixture of
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additives and cement, is left to harden, thereby sealing the well from nonhydrocarbons that might try to enter the well stream, as well as permanently
positioning the casing into place.
After the cement has set, the drilling continues from the bottom of the
surface or intermediate cemented steel casing to the next casing depth. This
process is repeated, using smaller diameter steel casing each time, until the
targeted oil and natural gas-bearing reservoir is reached.

California State Regulations:
All oil and gas wells drilled and constructed in California must adhere to
strict requirements, particularly from the California Department of
Conservation Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR).
These requirements include general laws and regulations regarding the
protection of underground and surface water, and specific regulations
regarding the integrity of the well casing, the cement used to secure the well
casing inside the bore hole, and the cement and equipment used to seal off
the well from underground zones bearing fresh water and other hydrocarbon
resources. (See California Public Resources Code sections 3106, 3203,
3211, 3220, 3222, 3224, 3255; Title 14 of the California Code of
Regulations, sections 1722.2, 1722.3, 1722.4, etc.)
(http://www.conservation.ca.gov/dog/general_information/Pages/HydraulicF
racturing.aspx)
A brief summary of California’s cementing regulations is given below.
1722.4. Cementing Casing.
Surface casing shall be cemented with sufficient cement to fill the annular
space from the shoe to the surface. Intermediate and production casings, if
not cemented to the surface, shall be cemented with sufficient cement to fill
the annular space to at least 500 feet above oil and gas zones, and anomalous
pressure intervals. Sufficient cement shall also be used to fill the annular
space to at least 100 feet above the base of the freshwater zone, either by
lifting cement around the casing shoe or cementing through perforations or a
cementing device placed at or below the base of the freshwater zone. All
casing shall be cemented in a manner that ensures proper distribution and
bonding of cement in the annular spaces. The appropriate Division district
deputy may require a cement bond log, temperature survey, or other survey
to determine cement fill behind casing. If it is determined that the casing is
not cemented adequately by the primary cementing operation, the operator
shall re-cement in such a manner as to comply with the above requirements.
If supported by known geologic conditions, an exception to the cement
placement requirements of this section may be allowed by the appropriate
Division district deputy.
NOTE: Authority cited: Section 3013, Public Resources Code. Reference:
Sections 3106, 3220 and 3222-3224, Public Resources Code.
Link to website:
http://www.conservation.ca.gov/dog/pubs_stats/Pages/law_regulations.aspx
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Pe
erforating
g
Once the well is drilled to the ttarget zone, caased and cemeented in place, the
y zone is then sealed off by the casing andd cement. Perfforation is the
pay
pro
ocess of creatin
ng holes, i.e., perforations, iin the casing aand cement annd into
the rock formatio
on to allow oill and natural too flow into thee well from thhe
get zone and be
b produced too surface.
targ
Fig
gure 4.3 illustrrates the perforration processs. A shaped chharge is used too
create the pinpoin
nt holes or isoolated tunnels through the caasing and cem
ment
sheeath that conneect the inside oof the producttion casing to the formationn.
Sin
nce the perforaation only creaates a pinpointt hole, the prooducing zone ittself
is isolated outsid
de the productiion casing by tthe cement abbove and below
w the
ne, as well as by
b the cementt in between thhe perforationss (API, 2009).. The
zon
cem
ment on the ou
utside of the caasing isolates these perforattion tunnels frrom
oth
her zones abov
ve or below annd allows comm
mmunication from the wellboore to
the formation and
d vice versa.

Fig
g. 4.3. Drawing
g illustrating thhe well perforaating process. L
Left, the shapedd
cha
arge creates a hole
h through thhe steel pipe, ccement, and forrmation in its ppath.
Rig
ght, the result iss an isolated tuunnel that connnects the insidee of the producction
cassing to the form
mation. These tuunnels are isollated by the cem
ment. Additionnally,
the producing zon
ne itself is isolaated outside thee production ccasing by the ceement
ove and below the zone (API, 2009)
abo

Thee casing and cement
c
stabilizze and protect the wellbore and prevent flluids
from
m moving bettween the form
mation layers. Casing and ceementing helpps
pro
otect the groun
ndwater, wheree present, from
m contaminatiion. Proper seaaling
of annular
a
spacess with cementt creates a hyddraulic barrier to both verticaal and
horrizontal fluid migration.
m
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4.2.

What Is Hydraulic Fracturing?
Hydraulic fracturing is NOT a “drilling process.” Hydraulic fracturing is a
well completion method that is done after the well has been drilled and the
drilling rig has moved off.
Hydraulic fracturing is the practice of injecting a well with fracturing fluids
(typically 99.5% water and sand) and proppants (small, granular solids) at
pressures sufficient to break the rocks and to create or restore older fractures
that extend from a wellbore into targeted rock formations. Proppants are
pumped in a viscous fluid and placed in the created fractures to help ensure
the crack remains open after the hydraulic pressure is no longer being
applied. This creates a highly conductive path between the reservoir and the
wellbore and helps to increase the rate at which fluids can be produced from
reservoir formations, in some cases by many hundreds of percent (Fig. 4.4).
In existing and mature wells, hydraulic fracturing is done to increase the
output of a well or enhance oil and natural gas recovery.

Fig. 4.4 Illustration of the flow into a non-fractured well, i.e., a natural
completion (top) and a fractured well (bottom) (API, 2009).

Figure 4.5 compares the production rate and cumulative production for an
untreated well and a well that has had a hydraulic fracture treatment, i.e., has
been stimulated. It can be clearly seen that hydraulic fracture treatments
significantly increase the production of oil and natural gas from the
formations. In both the graphs, the red curve represents the untreated well
and green curve is for the well that is treated with hydraulic fracturing.
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Fig
g. 4.5. Compariison of the pro duction rate annd cumulative production forr
unttreated well and a well treateed with hydraullic fracturing.

Thee figure given below illustraates a typical hhydraulic fraccturing operation
along with surfacce equipment layout and a ddownhole view
w of the process.
Fig
gure. 4.6a show
ws common hyydraulic equippment used onn surface in a
typ
pical fracturing
g operation. Fiig. 4.6b illustrrates a typical hydraulic
fraccturing operattion and a dow
wnhole view off the process.

Fig
g. 4.6a. Illustra
ation of commoon hydraulic frracturing equippment on surfaace
(ww
ww.hydraulicfrracturing.com)
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Fig. 4.6b. Illustration of common hydraulic fracturing equipment on surface
(Source: Encana)

Hydraulic Fracturing - A Historic Perspective
The origin of hydraulic fracturing can be traced to the 1860s, when liquid
nitroglycerin (NG) was first used to successfully stimulate oil wells in
Pennsylvania, New York, Kentucky, and West Virginia. This principle was
soon applied to natural gas and water wells. The first hydraulic fracturing
treatment was performed by Stanolind Oil in 1947 in Grant County, Kansas,
to stimulate a limestone formation in the Hugoton field at a depth of 2,400
ft. (Fig. 4.7). It’s first commercial application was in 1949, and the success
of this technique in increasing production from oil wells resulted in rapid
adoption by the oil and natural gas industry.
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Fig
g. 4.7. In 1947,, Stanolind Oill conducted thee first experimeental hydraulicc
fraccturing job in the
t Hugoton fieeld, located in southwestern K
Kansas
(Mo
ontgomery and
d Smith, 2010).

In 1948,
1
the “Hy
ydrafrac” proceess was introdduced more wiidely to the
ind
dustry in a tech
hnical paper prresented by Sttanolind Oil (C
Clark, 1949). A
patent was issued
d in 1949, withh an exclusivee license grantted to the
Hallliburton Oil Well
W Cementinng Company ((Howco) to puump the new
Hydrafrac processs. That year 3332 wells in thhe United Stattes were treateed
p
inccrease of 75%
%. By the mid-1950s, up to 33,000
witth an average production
wellls were hydraaulically fractuured per month
th. Today, therre are tens of
tho
ousands of hyd
draulic fracturiing treatmentss pumped annuually worldwiide.
Fraacturing fluid technology
t
haas evolved sincce the first treatments. Throough
the early-1950s, treatments useed gelled crudde oil or keroseene. Water beecame
ng fluid in 19553 as a numberr of gelling aggents were
a viable fracturin
veloped. The early 1960s saaw the introduuction of crossslinked gels. Inn the
dev
earrly 1970s, the industry
i
begann using metal crosslinking aagents. This
allo
owed fracturin
ng fluids to achhieve the desiired viscosity w
while using leess
gel. A majority of
o the fracturinng treatments performed these days contaain
ueous fluids, water
w
or briness as the base fl
fluid with a sm
mall amount off
aqu
add
ditives like surrfactant, biociddes, crosslinkeer, clay contennt and gel.
Note: Please refe
fer to sections titled “Fractuuring Fluid” aand “What’s inn
acturing Fluid
d” on Page 477 for additionaal details.
Fra
Sin
nce Stanolind Oil
O introducedd hydraulic fraacturing in 19449, close to 2.5
milllion fracture treatments
t
havve been perforrmed worldwide. Fracture
stim
mulation not only
o
increases the productionn rate, but is aalso credited w
with
3
add
ding to reservees—9 billion bbbl. of oil and more than 7000 trillion ft oof
natural gas have been added siince 1949 to U
US reserves aloone—which
oth
herwise would have been unneconomical too develop (Hyydraulic Fractuuring,
JPT
T, December 2010).
2
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Hydraulic fracturring has had aan enormous im
mpact on Ameerica’s energyy
histtory, particulaarly in recent ttimes. The abiility to produce more oil andd
natural gas from older wells annd to develop new productioon once thougght
imp
possible has made
m
the proceess valuable foor US domestiic energy
pro
oduction. With
hout hydraulicc fracturing, ass much as 80%
% of productioon
from
m formations such as gas shhales would bee, on a practiccal basis,
imp
possible to reccover.
Maany fields wou
uld not exist tooday without hhydraulic fractturing. In the U
US,
these include thee Sprayberry trrend in west T
Texas; Pine Islland field,
uisiana; Anadarko basin; M
Morrow wells, nnorthwestern O
Oklahoma; the
Lou
entire San Juan basin,
b
New Meexico; the Dennver Julesburgg basin, Coloraado;
the east Texas an
nd north Louissiana trend, Cootton Valley; tthe tight gas sands
s
Texas an
nd western Coolorado; the ovverthrust belt of western
of south
Wy
yoming; and many
m
producinng areas in thee northeastern US.

Why
W is Hyd
draulic Frracturing
g Needed?
Hydrocarbons arre located in thhe pore space bbetween grainns of reservoirr rock
d are generally
y found in rockk formations ddeep below thhe earth’s surfaace
and
(geenerally 5,000fft. to 20,000 ft
ft., or more). A
At these depthss, there may nnot be
suffficient permeaability to allow
w these hydroccarbon molecuules to naturallly
flow
w from the rocck into the weellbore at econnomic rates. Inn many reservooirs
succh as gas shalees, the rocks haave such low permeability ((which is meaasured
in the
t microdarcy
y to nanodarcyy range) that tthe flow capaccity of the rockk is so
low
w that hydrocaarbons cannot nnaturally flow
w out of the rocck into the
welllbore. This is the case withh the Nodular sshale formatioon found in thee
Ing
glewood Oil Fiield.
Hydraulic fracturring is a requirrement in low
w-permeabilityy reservoirs to make
n medium perm
meability reserrvoirs, it is doone to acceleraate
it economical. In
recovery. In high
h permeabilityy reservoirs, it is done to byppass near welllbore
resttriction to the formation (whhen present) aand enhance prroduction.
Hydraulic fracturring increases the contact arrea between thhe well and the
ows for greatlyy increased hyydrocarbon reccovery.
reseervoir and allo
Pro
oduction can be
b
ach
hieved in such wells
witth the help of a
reseervoir stimulaation
method, i.e., hyd
draulic
ment. Fig.
fraccturing treatm
4.8 illustrates how
w the
drocarbon mollecules
hyd
flow
w from the resservoir
to the
t wellbore.
Fig
g. 4.8. Illustratiion of flow of hhydrocarbon m
molecules from the reservoir tto the
welllbore.
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Hydraulic Fracturing: The Process
The wellbore is constructed and stabilized as mentioned in Section 4.1
before the fracturing process begins. The hydraulic fracturing process
involves the placement of proppant carried using a viscous fluid in the
reservoir at the targeted depths.
The frac fluids used in the fracturing process (about 99.5% water and sand)
pass down the well inside of the steel casing until they reach the zone to be
fractured. The sand and proppant, carried by the fluid, occupies the newly
created cracks in the rocks and holds them open. The propped hydraulic
fracture then becomes a high conductivity conduit and creates passageways
through which the formation fluids can be produced back to the well. A
small percentage of additives (like surfactant, biocides, crosslinker, clay
control, gel, etc.) are typically included to aid in the delivery of the
fracturing treatment to the intended formation.
Note: Please refer to Section titled, “What’s in Hydraulic Fracturing Fluid”
on Page 41 for additional details.
At this point, the fracturing process is considered complete. On average, the
fracturing process may require anywhere from 1 to 10 days to complete,
depending on the number of zones to be treated.
Once the rock has been fractured, fracturing fluids are flowed back out of
the well and in many cases recycled and reused or properly treated at
permitted disposal facilities. Once the flowback water is removed, the newly
stimulated well will produce oil or natural gas.
The equipment for the hydraulic fracturing treatment, e.g., pumps and
trucks, and the associated traffic needed to do the job are removed. In most
cases, the only equipment remaining typically consists of production valve
and collection equipment.
The reservoir zones that are fractured are several thousand feet below the
surface, far below the water-bearing bodies that supply drinking water. The
hydrocarbon reservoirs are sealed by the surrounding rock formations and
contain a finite amount of producible material. Hydrocarbon production is
not related to water-bearing bodies near the surface except by the sealed
wellbore that passes through the water zone on the way to the much deeper
hydrocarbon zones.
Figures 4.9 a-f illustrate the hydraulic fracturing process in sequence.
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Fig. 4.9a. Well is drilled through a number of individual reservoirs.

Fig. 4.9b. The target zones to be produced are perforated, typically using a
perforating gun equipped with shaped charges.

Fig. 4.9c. After perforating, fluid is pumped under pressure sufficient to crack
(fracture) the reservoir rock.
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Fig. 4.9d. After the fracture is initiated, fluid carrying proppant is pumped into
the fracture. The proppant will remain in the fracture to hold it open.

Fig. 4.9e. The Fracturing treatment of the two zones is complete and proppant is
being removed from the wellbore.

Fig. 4.9f. Wellbore and formation are clean and hydrocarbon production
begins.
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It should be noted that not all hydraulic fracturing fluid flows back.
Fracturing fluid that does not flow out of the well is trapped in the
hydrocarbon bearing formation or imbibed in the pore spaces in the rocks
just like oil and gas had been trapped in the hydrocarbon bearing formation
for millions of years.

Fracturing Fluid
The fracturing fluid may include a range of different fluids including water,
gels, foams, nitrogen, carbon dioxide or even air in some cases. Aqueous
fluids, water, and brines currently serve as the base fluid in approximately
96% of all fracturing treatments employing a propping agent.
The fracturing fluid has two major functions:
1. Create a tensile crack
2. Transport the proppant along the fracture length.

What's in Hydraulic Fracturing Fluid?
Today’s fracturing fluids are primarily water and sand with a gelling agent
and small percentage of different additives needed to modify reservoir
conditions to improve flow, to clean the wellbore, prevent scale formation,
and prevent bacterial growth in the well (Fig. 4.10). The mixture is
approximately 99.5% water and sand and the rest 0.5% consists of highly
diluted additives.
.

Fig. 4.10. Composition of a typical fracturing fluid (GWPC, 2009a).

These additives are common chemicals that are a part of our everyday lives.
For example, the material used to make the fluid thick (viscous) is usually a
natural polymer derived from guar beans—the same agent used in cosmetics,
ketchup and soft ice cream. The exact formulation is variable and depends
on the well conditions and reservoir characteristics. The Ground Water
Protection Council (GWPC) has characterized the blend as “soap.”
The Ground Water Protection Council (GWPC) and the Interstate Oil and
Gas Compact Commission (IOGCC) host a hydraulic fracturing chemical
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disclosure registry called FracFocus at www.fracfocus.org. On the
FracFocus website, the public can find a list and information about the
additives used in hydraulic fracturing treatments. A broad range of industry
participants including America’s Natural Gas Alliance (ANGA), the
Independent Petroleum Association of America and the American Petroleum
Institute (API), support fracfocus.org.

Proppants
Proppant is solid material suspended in the fracturing fluid that holds the
hydraulic fractures open. A variety of natural and manmade materials are
used are for proppant, including sand, resin-coated sand, and manmade
ceramics. The selection of proppant is dependent on the stress conditions of
the reservoir.
The concentration of sand (lbm/gal) proppant remained low until the
introduction of viscous fluids, such as crosslinked water-based gel, in the
mid-1960s allowed pumping higher sand concentrations. The varying sand
concentrations are needed to achieve higher proppant distribution (in
lbs./ft2) in the created fracture. Proppant distribution is related to
conductivity in the reservoir.

Hydraulic Fracturing Treatment Steps
The placement of hydraulic fracturing treatments in the reservoir is
sequenced to meet the particular needs of the formation. While hydraulic
fracturing treatments are essentially the same for all wells, since every oil
and gas zone is different, the steps and type of the fracturing treatment may
change depending upon unique local conditions. Every fracture treatment
must be tailored, i.e., specifically designed to meet local borehole and
formation conditions, The “exact” hydraulic fracturing treatment blend
consisting of fluid, sand and chemical additives and their proportions will
vary based on the site-specific depth, thickness and other characteristics of
the target formation.
The following example describes the different steps in a typical fracture
treatment.
1. The hydraulic fracturing fluid pad stage (water with friction reducing
additives), helps initiate the fracture and assist in the placement of
proppant material.
a. Hydrochloric acid is used in some formations or hydraulic
fracture treatments to reduce any near wellbore restriction or
clear cement debris in the wellbore or to reduce fracture
initiation pressures. The volume of acid used is low and it is
spent (used up) within inches of the fracture entry point and
yields calcium chloride, water and small amount of CO2. No
live acid is returned to the surface (George King, 2012, SPE
152596).
2. A proppant concentration stage, which may consist of several substages
of water combined with proppant material. This stage may collectively
use several hundred thousand gallons of water. The size of the proppant
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material and the proppant concentration will vary during the treatment –
starting with a lower concentration of finer particles and ramping up to
higher concentrations of coarser particles.
3. A flush stage, consisting of a volume of fresh water or brine sufficient to
flush the excess proppant from the wellbore.

Types of Hydraulic Fracturing Treatments
There are several different types of hydraulic fracturing treatments used in
the industry that depend on the reservoir characteristics and area. The three
most common types of hydraulic fracturing treatments are discussed below:
A. Conventional Fracture Treatments: In this type of treatment, water
is mixed with a polymer and a crosslinker to create a viscous fluid.
Chemicals called breakers are pumped with the crosslinked gel and
in combination with the elevated temperature in the formation,
return the crosslinked gel to a viscosity approaching that of water
after a predetermined time period, so that it can be recovered from
the formation. Proppant is pumped along with the fluid and remains
in the created fractures to hold them open. The primary advantage
of gels fracs is that the higher viscosity of crosslinked gel, allows
pumping of higher concentrations and larger size proppant material.
Conventional gel treatments generate longer propped fracture
lengths than a water frac (Rushing and Sullivan, 2003). However,
gel fracs may leave some gel residue in the pore spaces of the
formation. In a formation with small pores, such as lowpermeability formations, the remaining gel can block the flow path
of oil or natural gas to the well and reduce well production
performance.
B. High Volume Hydraulic Fracture Treatments: This type of fracture
treatment consists of water with a very small percentage (typically
less than 0.1%) of a friction-reducing chemical. Proppant is pumped
along with the fluid and remains in the created fractures to hold
them open. High volume hydraulic fracture treatments have limited
fracture height growth. Also, since there is no gel residue, there is
less risk of decreased well performance resulting from gel damage
to the formation. However, the lower viscosity of the base fluid
means that proppant placement in fractures is more difficult with
high volume hydraulic fractures because the proppant falls out of
suspension very quickly. This may affect well performance.
C. Hybrid Fracture Treatments: Hybrid treatments are a type of
hydraulic fracturing treatments (not high-rate gravel pack) that
combine the advantages and benefits of both conventional gel and
high volume hydraulic fracture treatments. They were developed in
the early 2000s to improve stimulation effectiveness. In hybrid
treatments, low-viscosity and hydraulic fracture treatment fluids
with friction reducing additives are used initially to create the
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fracture and then followed by a high-viscosity gelled fluid to place
the high-concentrations of larger sized proppant.

Regulation
In 2009 the Ground Water Protection Council (GWPC) reviewed the oil and
gas regulations issued by 27 states to protect groundwater. The study found
that not all requirements related to casing and cementing wells are
universally applied in each state studied, rather, they may only be applied on
a case-specific basis (Fig. 4.11) (GWPC, 2009b).

Fig. 4.11. Casing and cementing requirements by percentage of the 27 states
reviewed (GWPC, 2009b)

More than 30 state and federal regulatory agencies, including the U.S.
Department of Energy, the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission and
the Ground Water Protection Council have studied the oil and natural gas
industry operations including hydraulic fracturing. The reports these
agencies produced have concluded that the technology is safe and well
regulated.
In California, DOGGR oversees the drilling, operation, maintenance and
plugging and abandonment of oil, natural gas and geothermal wells (Source:
www.conservation.ca.gov/dog/Pages/index.aspx).
DOGGR has strict guidelines on well design and well construction that
operator’s must comply with. DOGGR’s well construction standards,
consisting of the use of casing, mud, and cement, serve to prevent fluid
migration and the commingling of lesser quality fluids. The hole and casing
annulus space, between the top of the cement isolating the oil and gas zones
and the base of the cement covering the BFW interface should have heavy
mud to prevent the movement of fluids. (14 CCR §§ 1722.6 and 1723(b).)
(Source: www.conservation.ca.gov).
The American Petroleum Institute (API) also provides guidance and
recommended practices for well construction and well integrity for wells
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that will be hydraulically fractured. The guidance provided by API helps to
ensure that shallow groundwater zones will be protected.
Note: Please see Attachment 4A titled “Hydraulic Fracturing Operations –
Well Construction and Integrity Guidelines” by API, First Edition, October
2009 for additional details.
Moreover, regular monitoring takes place during drilling and production
operations to ensure that these operations proceed within established
guidelines and in accordance with the well design, well plan, and permit
requirements. Finally, the integrity of well construction is periodically tested
to ensure well integrity is maintained.

Frac Packs
In the Baldwin Hills, the majority of the wells are completed using frac
packs. This process is different from the hydraulic fracturing stimulation
techniques used for tight sands, gas shale and coal gas recovery.
The frac pack completion technique involves two distinct injection stages
performed in a single step that are dicussed in Section 9.
The frac packs will be referred to as “high-rate gravel packs (HRGP)” in this
report.
Note: Please refer to section 9 for additional details and discussion on
“high-rate gravel pack treatments”.
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Society of Petroleum Engineers, 11 p
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5.

Hydraulic Fracturing and HRGP
Analysis

5.1.

Methodology to Perform Pressure
History Matching
This section provides a detailed description of the methodology used to
perform the pressure history matching that was conducted to analyze the
wells for Inglewood Oil Field study. The word “history” refers to the earlier
hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatments conducted at the field.
Pressure History Matching is the process of matching the actual fracturing
treatment pressure curve with a simulated curve generated by a calibrated
frac model. This is an iterative computational process in which the frac
model is run using different values for reservoir and rock properties, while at
the same time honoring the observed values obtained from logs, core, step
down, Diagnostic Fracture Injection Test (DFIT) or experience, until an
acceptable match is obtained.
This process helps to build a calibrated fracture model and also helps
identify critical reservoir characteristics and parameters.

Data Validation and Pressure History Matching
Steps
A description of the steps in the methodology used to perform history
matches for the different fracturing stages in different formations in the
Inglewood Oil Field follows.
•

Well Log Data – Triple-combo logs (the term Triple Combo is derived
from the three principle measurements collected by the tool string –
resistivity, density and porosity) were available in all formations for all
the wells analyzed in this report.
• In the Vickers and Rindge formation, no dipole sonic logs were
available and only limited core information was available. The
*.LAS files were imported in the GOHFER model and reservoir
and geologic properties were set in the model based on the
available information from logs, research papers and
publications, and before treatment step-down/minifrac analysis.
• Dipole sonic information for an offset well was available from
6,000 ft. and deeper. The dipole sonic log provides information
regarding the formation stresses. For the Sentous and Nodular
formations, the triple combo and dipole sonic log data was
processed to create an input log file for GOHFER model.
• Core data were also available for the wells in the Nodular
formation. The processed log data for the Nodular formation
were also calibrated against the core data to honor the rock
properties data provided by core testing.
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•

Grid – A grid with the following dimensions was used for all the stages
of wells in all formations:
• Grid cell size – 5 ft. X 10 ft.
• Number of columns – 200
• The total height of the reservoir grid varied for each stage and
depended on the height of the perforation interval and relevant
formation thickness. To provide enhanced visualization the
length of the grid was adjusted based on the length of the
fracture created.
• Real-Time Fracture Data – Real-time frac data recorded at a 1-sec
interval in the field during the fracturing job were imported into the
GOHFER model for each stage
Step-Down Tests were conducted for all of the stages, wherever data were
available, for the analyzed wells in the Vickers and Rindge formation and
for all the stages in the 2 wells analyzed in the Sentous formations. Minifrac
Analysis was performed on the step-down tests, wherever available, to
determine critical reservoir parameters, such as closure pressure,
permeability, pressure dependent leakoff, and process zone stress. The
values obtained for these parameters were taken into consideration while
performing the history match.

What is Step Down Analysis?
Step-down analysis is used to calculate perforation and near wellbore
friction losses and determine the number of holes open. A step-down test
analysis of rate verses pressure is done to determine the number of
perforations open and also near wellbore friction to enable calculation of the
power-law coefficient required for calibrating injection pressures. This
analysis is used to determine near-wellbore pressure loss effects (i.e.,
problems with anomalously high pressures that may result in a near-wellbore
screenout).
This analysis is performed after fracture propagation has been established.
Then during shut down the rate is decreased in a stair-step fashion for a short
period of time while the pressure stabilizes. As the injection rate decreases,
the pressure also decreases as a result of perforation and near-wellbore
pressure losses. The relationship between the decreasing rate and pressure
results in a determination of near wellbore pressure losses.
•

Diagnostic Fracture Injection Tests were performed in both wells in the
Nodular formation, VIC1-330 and VIC1-635. The parameter values
obtained from these tests were taken into consideration while
performing the history match.

Diagnostic Fracture Injection Test (DFIT)
A DFIT uses a small-volume, low-rate fluid injection followed by an
extended shut-in period to evaluate individual zones. As the pressure leaks
off and declines, high-resolution pressure data are recorded. These pressure
data are analyzed to determine several essential reservoir parameters needed
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in designing and optimizing the fracture treatment and that are also used to
estimate:
• Reservoir Pressure
• Permeability
• Closure Pressure
• Pore Pressure
• Leakoff
For many low permeability reservoirs, a DFIT represents the only
opportunity to determine these properties. Consistent results have been
obtained from DFIT tests conducted in all types of unconventional
reservoirs, such as gas shales and tight-gas sandstones.
The reservoir parameters obtained from DFIT analysis are then used in the
GOHFER analysis of hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatments.

GOHFER®
The Grid Oriented Hydraulic Fracture Extension Replicator (GOHFER®)
fracture simulation software was used to perform the history match. The
model was run with all log and frac data imported in it until an acceptable
match was obtained.
GOHFER® is a planar 3-D geometry fracture simulator with a fully coupled
fluid/solid transport simulator that is used for the design, analysis and
optimization of hydraulic fracture stimulation treatments. The software
allows direct importing of digital log data and has a built-in log analysis
package to create a more accurate lithological description. The GOHFER®
simulator allows modeling of multiple fracture initiation sites
simultaneously and shows diversion between perforations. Fluid
composition, proppant concentration, shear, leakoff, width, pressure,
viscosity and other state variables are defined at each grid block.
Note: Please refer to Attachment 5A titled “SPE Paper 107972” for the
rationale for choosing GOHFER.
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5.2.

Well List for Hydraulic Fracturing
Report
Eight wells were selected (Table 5.1) for use in the hydraulic fracturing
study.
•

4 wells in the Vickers and Rindge zones

•

1 well in the Moynier zone

•

2 wells in the Nodular zone

•

2 wells in the Sentous zone

Note: The well analyzed in the Moynier zone was the same as one of the
2 wells in the Sentous zone.
High-rate gravel-pack treatments were used in the analyzed wells in the
Vickers and Rindge zones and hydraulic fracture stimulation treatments
were used in the other zones. A total of 21 high-rate gravel pack treatments
and 8 hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatments were history matched
(pressure matched) and analyzed for this Inglewood Oil Field Frac Report.
Table 5.1. Wells used in the Inglewood Oil Field Fracturing Study.
Well Name
VRU
BC
Stocker
TVIC

Well #
4243
285
461
274

TVIC
VIC2

1033
1133

VIC2

1133

VIC
VIC

330
635

Formation
Completed

Type of Treatment

Number of Frac
Stages

Vickers and Rindge

High-Rate Gravel
Pack

5
6
4
6

Sentous

Hydraulic Fracture
Stimulation

2
1

Moynier

Hydraulic Fracture
Stimulation

3

Nodular

Hydraulic Fracture
Stimulation

1
1

Well Selection Criteria
The wells were selected to analyze all the above listed formations.
Selection criteria included location within the field and with respect to the
faults, i.e., on both sides of major faults, and the availability and accuracy of
existing data, e.g., fracturing treatment, well logs, and reservoir properties.
Figure 5.1 is an aerial photo (map) view and Fig. 5.2 a side view of the
Inglewood oil field showing the study well locations.
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Fig. 5.1. Aerial photo of the Inglewood Oil Field showing the locations of the
wells used in this fracture report.

Fig. 5.2. Side view of the Inglewood Oil Field showing the locations of the
fracture report wells and reservoir zone surfaces.
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5.3.

High-Rate Gravel Pack Analysis
(HRGP)
High-rate gravel pack (HRGP) treatments were performed in the Vickers
and Rindge zones of the Inglewood Oil Field. The analysis of the HRGP
treatments in the Vickers and Rindge zones is discussed below.
A brief summary of the Vickers and Rindge zone is provided before the
HRGP analysis.
The created HRGP geometries (as predicted by the GOHFER model) were
imported into the earth model to provide visualization and a better
understanding of the HRGP in relation to the formations and discontinuous
groundwater bodies near the surface.
Note: Please refer to section 9 for additional details and discussion on
“high-rate gravel pack treatments”.

5.3.1. Vickers and Rindge Formation
Introduction
Most of the treatments performed in the Vickers and Rindge zone are HRGP
treatments. Some gravel pack treatments have also been done. The reservoir
is already porous and permeable enough that it does not require conventional
hydraulic fracturing.
The Inglewood Oil Field located along the Newport-Inglewood Fault trend
has undergone several phases of development since its discovery in 1924.
Sands within the shallow Pliocene Vickers and Rindge zones, subunits of the
Pico and Repetto Formations (Fig. 5.3), are the traditional targets in this
field and have accounted for more than 60% of total cumulative production
at the Inglewood field (Moodie et al., 2004).
The Vickers and Rindge formations consist of a 1,200 to 1,800+ ft. sequence
of friable turbidite sands that range in depth from 1,000 to 3,000 ft. The
individual sands in these zones are numerous but not individually thick and
represent distal turbidite deposition (Webster, 1987). Lateral continuity of
the sand packages is good but vertical communication across the laminated
intervals is very poor. The best permeability, 100+ md, is found at the top of
the Vickers and decreases with depth to less than 50 md. Porosities range
from 33% in the shallowest sands to 27% in the deeper sands (Moodie et al.,
2004).
There is abundant and complicated normal faulting through the Vickers and
Rindge zones. Most of these normal faults act as barriers to fluid flow due to
juxtaposition of the sands. Structural dips in these zones are generally less
than 20 degrees (Moodie et al., 2004).
The shallow and extensive Vickers and Rindge zones have produced more
than half of all the oil historically produced at the field.
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Fig
g. 5.3. Inglewoo
od Oil Field strratigraphic column showing the position off the
Vicckers and Rindg
ge zones (Lockkman, 2005) annd well log from
m that zone.

Well
W Selecttion List and Crite
erion for A
Analysis
Fou
ur wells that had
h been previiously completted in the Vickkers and Rinddge
zon
nes using high
h-rate gravel paack treatmentss were selecteed for analysis:
VR
RU-4243, TVIC
C-274, Stockeer 461, and BC
C-285. The weells were seleccted
beccause of their location
l
withinn the field andd with respectt to the faults. Wells
werre picked on both
b
sides of m
major faults. T
The availabilityy and accuracyy of
the data (frac treaatment, log daata, reservoir pproperties etc.) also played a role
t well selecttion process.
in the

Su
ummary of
o Pressu
ure History Match Analysis
s
Tw
wenty-one indeependent high--rate gravel paack treatmentss from the fourr
wellls selected in the Vickers annd Rindge zonnes were presssure history
mattched using th
he GOHFER fr
frac model.
Note: GOHFER is a frac simuulator, howeveer the high-ratte gravel packk
atments were analyzed using
ng GOHFER too get a compaarison and
trea
und
derstanding off the gravel paack geometriess. Experts in tthe industry haave
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used GOHFER to analyze similar type of high-rate gravel pack treatments
and believe that it does a better job than any other model that they have
applied.
The Appendices contain the final values used to obtain the history matches
and the HRGP geometries for the different stages using the calibrated model
after history matching.
The results of the pressure history match of the Vickers and Rindge in
GOHFER model showed the following:
•

•
•

The height created by the high-rate gravel packs in the Vickers and
Rindge formations (as predicted by GOHFER frac model) was, on
average, in the range of 100 to 170 ft. for the majority of the stage. The
HRGP height in several stages was around 200 to 240 ft.
The HRGP height is very small in relation to the depth of the fracture.
The top of the created HRGP is at least 1,000 ft. below from the bottom
of the deepest perched water zones in the area that includes the
Inglewood Oil Field.

Note: Please refer to Appendix A titled “High-Rate Gravel Pack Analysis
Results for Wells in Vickers and Rindge Formation” for detailed results and
analysis of history matching.

HRGP Analysis Results
Figures 5.4a - f present different visualizations of the HRGP geometries
predicted by the calibrated GOHFER model based on data from the high-rate
gravel-pack treatments. The figures also show the relevant formation
surfaces, ground surface, geologic structure including major faults, and
discontinuous groundwater bodies near the surface.
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Fig.5.4a.
F
Side view
v
showing m
modeled HRGP
P geometries inn the Vickers zoone.

Fig. 5.4b. Zoo
omed in side viiew showing m
modeled HRGP
P geometries inn the
Vickers zone.
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Fig
g. 5.4c. Side vieew showing moodeled HRGP ggeometries in tthe Vickers zonne and
stru
ucture (faults).

Fig
g. 5.4d. Side vieewing showingg modeled HRG
GP geometries in
the Vickers zone and
a major faullts.
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Fig
g. 5.4e. Side vieew showing moodeled HRGP ggeometries in tthe Vickers zonne and
majjor faults.

Fig
g. 5.4f. Side vieew showing moodeled HRGP ggeometries in thhe
Vicckers zone and major faults.
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5.4.

Hydraulic Fracturing Analysis
Results
Hydraulic fracturing treatments were performed in the other zones –
Sentous, Nodular and Moynier. The analysis of the hydraulic fracturing
stimulation treatments in the Sentous, Nodular and Moynier zones is
discussed below.
The reservoir zones are discussed in the order of their geologic age, from
oldest to youngest. A brief summary of each formation or reservoir zone is
provided before the hydraulic fracturing analysis.
The created fracture geometries (as predicted by the GOHFER model) were
imported into the earth model to provide visualization and a better
understanding of the fractures in relation to the formations and the
discontinuous groundwater bodies near the surface.

5.4.1. Sentous Formation
The Sentous zone is the oldest producing zone in the Inglewood Oil Field
and also along the Newport-Inglewood fault trend. The Sentous zone is a
member of the Puente Formation (Fig. 5.5). Since the early 1990s, the
exploration and development focus in the Inglewood oil field has been on
the Lower Pliocene and Upper and Middle Miocene, particularly the Sentous
unit.
Sentous sands were deposited in approximately 1,000 ft. water depth, during
the opening of the rifted basins of the Southern California continental
borderland. Interbedded shales contain a microfauna of the Luisian stage,
now considered early Middle Miocene—about 14 to 15 ma. Oil has
accumulated in the Sentous sands down the northwest plunge of the
Inglewood anticline. However, the sands become impermeable higher up on
the anticlinal crest due to filling of the pore spaces with calcite cement
which is believed to have been introduced by volcanic intrusives (diabase,
basalt, andesite) which are localized in the vicinity of the Inglewood fault
This loss of permeability has created a stratigraphic trap for this reservoir
(Wright, 1987).
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Strratigraphic Column Sh
howing Senttous Forma
ations
Thee Sentous lies below the Mooynier, Bradnaa, and Nodulaar Shale formaations
in the
t Inglewood
d Stratigraphy.. Fig. 5.5 show
ws the Sentouss formation inn the
straatigraphic colu
umn of the Ingglewood field..

Fig
g. 5.5. Stratigra
aphic column fo
for the Inglewoood Oil Field shhowing the varrious
reseervoir zones (L
Lockman, 20055).

Well
W Selecttion List and Crite
erion for A
Analysis
Tw
wo wells, TVIC
C-1033 and VIIC2-1133, werre selected forr Sentous zonee
anaalysis. The Sen
ntous formatioon is located bbelow all the ffaults. While fa
fault
location was not a factor in thee selection of tthese wells, thhe availability and
acccuracy of data in the Sentou s zone playedd a key role in the well selecction
pro
ocess.
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Summary of History Match Analysis
Three independent hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatments for the two
wells were history matched using the GOHFER fracture model. The final
parameters values used to obtain the history matches for each fracture stage
of each well and the fracture geometries obtained for the different fracture
stages using the calibrated model after history matching are provided in the
Appendices.
Note: Please refer to Appendix D titled “Fracturing Analysis Results for
Wells in Sentous Formation” for detailed results and analysis of the history
matching

Frac Analysis Results
Figures 5.6a-e present different visualizations of the fracture geometries
predicted from the hydraulic fracturing treatments by the calibrated
GOHFER model. The figures include the relevant formation surfaces,
ground surface, geologic structure including major faults, and discontinuous
groundwater bodies near the surface.

Fig. 5.6a. Side view of the Sentous zone modeled fracture geometries.
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Fig. 5.6b. Zoomed in side view of Sentous zone modeled fracture geometries
with structural features (faults).

Fig. 5.6c. Side view showing modeled fracture geometries for study well in the
Sentous zone together with structual features (faults).
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Fig. 5.6d. Side view showing the study wells with modeled fracture geometries
in the Sentous zone and the Newport-Inglewood fault..

Fig. 5.6e. Detailed side view of the modeled fracture geometries in the report
wells in the Sentous zone and structure.
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5.4.2. Nodular Shale Zone
Introduction
The late Middle Miocene Nodular Shale zone (13 to 14 Ma) overlies Middle
Miocene sands and volcanics in the Inglewood Oil Field (Fig. 5.7). The
name is derived from the presence of large phosphatic nodules. The Nodular
Shale is a well-compacted organic-rich shale. This rock unit and equivalents,
e.g., the “black shale member” of the 237 zone in the Wilmington field,
provide the source rock for much of the oil in the Los Angeles Basin
(Wright, 1987). The Nodular Shale also underlies several oil fields in the
western portion of the Los Angeles Basin, e.g., Playa Del Rey and El
Segundo. This rock unit was deposited on deeply submerged offshore ridges
and slopes through the slow accumulation of biological debris, diluted by
clay particles carried in suspension by circulating ocean currents.
Younger Miocene and Pliocene sediments also contain significant organic
material though diluted by mud and silts. These potential source rocks are
interbedded with the main producing zones of the Inglewood Field. In the
deep synclinal areas east and north of Inglewood, the younger shales were
buried deeply enough to generate hydrocarbons, which then migrated into
and up the extensive beds of reservoir sands to accumulate at the anticlinal
crest.
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Fig
g. 5.7. Stratigra
aphic column fo
for the Inglewoood oil field shoowing the varioous
reseervoir zones an
nd highlightingg the Nodular zzone (Lockmann, 2005).

Well
W Selecttion List and Crite
erion for A
Analysis
Tw
wo wells in the Nodular shalee zone, VIC1--330 and VIC1-635 were
seleected for the hydraulic
h
fractturing analysiss and frac studdy. The hydrauulic
fraccture stimulatiion treatmentss in these two wells were coonducted
speecifically for th
he purpose off this report.
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Summary of History Match Analysis
Each well had only a single stage hydraulic fracturing treatment completion.
The data from these independent completions were history matched using
the GOHFER frac model. The Appendices list the final parameter values
used to obtain the history matches and the fracture geometries using the
calibrated model.
Note: Please refer to Appendix C titled “Fracturing Analysis Results for
Wells in Nodular Zone” for detailed results and analysis of history
matching

Frac Analysis Results
Figures 5.8a-e present different visualizations of the fracture geometries
predicted by the calibrated GOHFER model based on data from the
hydraulic fracturing treatments. The figures also show the relevant formation
surfaces, ground surface, geologic structure including major faults, and
discontinuous groundwater bodies near the surface.

Fig. 5.8a. Side view of the Nodular shale zone modeled fracture geometries and
the Newport-Inglewood fault.
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Fig. 5.8b. Zoomed in view of the Nodular shale zone modeled fracture
geoemetries and structure (faults).

Fig. 5.8c. Zoomed in and Detailed side view of the Nodular shale zone modeled
fracture geometries.
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Fig. 5.8d. Zoomed in side view of Well VIC1-635 showing modeled fracture
geometry in the Nodular shale zone.

Fig. 5.8e. Zoomed in side view of Well VIC1-330 with modeled fracture
geometry in the Nodular shale zone.
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5.4.3. Moynier Formation
Introduction
In the Inglewood oil field the Moynier zone lies above the Bradna, Nodular
Shale and Sentous zones (Fig. 5.9). The basal Pliocene Moynier sands (5
Ma) are distal deepwater fan deposits that reflect renewed source activity
from uplifts to the northeast, beyond the Whittier fault, and from steeper
local gradients across the rising Santa Monica Mountains to the north
(Wright, 1987).
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Stratigraphic Column Showing Moynier Formation
The Moynier lies above the Bradna, Nodular Shale and Sentous formations
in the Inglewood Stratigraphy. Fig 5.9 shows the Moynier formation in the
stratigraphic column of the Inglewood Field.

Fig. 5.9. Inglewood oil field stratigraphic column (Lockman, 2005) and a well
log showing the position of the Moynier zone.

Well Selection List and Criterion for Analysis
Only one well, VIC2-1133, was selected for analysis of the Moynier zone
due to the paucity of available and accurate data.

Summary of History Match Analysis
Three independent hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatments for the
selected well in the Moynier formation were history matched using the
GOHFER frac model. The final values of the different parameters used to
obtain the history matches and the frac geometries obtained for different
stages using the calibrated model after history matching are provided in the
Appendices for each stage of each well.
Note: Please refer to Appendix B titled “Fracturing Analysis Results for
Well in Moynier Zone” for detailed results and analysis of history matching
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Frac Analysis Results
Figures 5.10a-d present different visualizations of the fracture geometries
predicted from the hydraulic fracturing treatments by the calibrated
GOHFER model. The figures include the relevant formation surfaces,
ground surface, geologic structure including major faults, and discontinuous,
groundwater bodies near the surface.

Fig. 5.10a. Side view showing the modeled fracture geometries in the Moynier
zone and the Newport-Inglewood fault.
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Fig. 5.10b. Detailed side view of modeled fracture geometries in the Moynier
zone.

Fig. 5.10c. Detailed side view of modeled fracture geometries in the Moynier
zone with structure (faults).
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Fig. 5.10d. Detailed side view of modeled fracture geometries in the Moynier
zone with structure.
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6.
6

Microse
M
eismic Monittoring

6.1.

What
W
is Microseismic Monito
oring?
Miccroseismic mo
onitoring is thee practice of ppassive listeninng to microseiismic
actiivity caused by
b hydraulic frracturing, reseervoir subsidennce, and waterr,
steaam, or CO2 injjection or sequuestration. Passive microseiismic activity is
recorded over tim
me to produce images of microseismic evvents and sourcce
g 6.1).
mechanisms (Fig

Fig
g. 6.1. Plot of microseismic
m
evvents recordedd during a fractture treatment.. The
colo
ors indicate diffferent treatmeent stages.

Sin
nce its develop
pment in the 19970s and its ccommercializaation around 20000,
miccroseismic mo
onitoring has pproved an invaaluable tool foor understandinng
and
d optimizing underground
u
pprocesses. Miccroseismic theoory is rooted iin
earrthquake seism
mology and, thhus, the basic ttheoretical undderpinnings arre
welll understood. Microseismicc monitoring hhas become a w
well-establishhed
and
d accepted tech
hnology for m
monitoring, asssessing and opptimizing hydrraulic
fracctures (Warpin
nski, 2009).
Sin
nce 2000, thou
usands of fractture treatmentss have been m
monitored acrooss the
United States in formations rannging from tigght sandstoness and gas shalees to
rbonates and volcanic
v
rocks.. Monitoring hhas occurred aat depths rangiing
carb
from
m several hun
ndred feet to m
more than 13,0000 ft.

Why
W Micro
oseismic M
Monitorin
ng?
Thee most commo
on and notablee use of microoseismic monittoring has beeen
hyd
draulic fracturre mapping. H owever, it is aalso used for rreservoir
mo
onitoring of theermal processees, drill-cuttinngs injection, ggeothermal hoot-dryrocck stimulationss, reservoir sur
urveillance, andd many other processes in ooil
and
d gas and miniing industries..
Miccroseismic mo
onitoring map s the locationss of induced m
microseismic eevents
associated with hydraulic
h
fractturing stimulaation treatmentts (Fig. 6.2). Itt is
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useed to determine the vertical aand lateral exttent the fractuures resulting ffrom
tho
ose treatments.. The geometry
ry of the eventt locations is uused to infer
fraccture orientation.
Miccroseismic mo
onitoring help s assure that ffractures remaain in the intennded
zon
ne and that thee entire zone iss stimulated. T
This capabilityy can help opttimize
pro
oduction and minimize
m
the nnumber of wellls and fracturees required to
effiiciently produ
uce the formatiion. Results frrom microseismic fracture
map
pping can be used
u
to "calibrrate" fracture growth modells.

Fig
g. 6.2. Microseiismic events im
mported in the sstructure modeel being analyzzed to
iden
ntify the extentt of hydraulic ffracturing trea tment.

Speecifically, miccroseismic moonitoring proviides the follow
wing importannt
info
ormation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fracture heig
ght and lengthh;
Fracture azim
muth and asym
mmetry;
Fracture grow
wth vs. time;
Understandin
ng staging efffectiveness;
Stimulated volume;
v
Complexity and network ggrowth;
Natural fracttures;
Fault interacctions; and,
Reservoir beehavior as a reesult of hydrauulic fracture treatment.

Thiis information
n, in turn, is ussed to answer qquestions relaated to
• Horizontal well
w direction aand length;
• Zone coveraage;
• Out-of-zone growth/risk oof growth into water;
• Staging strattegies;
• Well placem
ment and spacinng;
• Optimal com
mpletion and fr
fracture designn.
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Miccroseismic maapping data caan be integrateed with producction modelingg,
stag
ging strategiess and well inteerference dataa to improve coompletion
pro
ocesses, well spacing and plaacement strateegies and can be used to opttimize
the fracture desig
gn and field deevelopment.

Ho
ow is Mic
croseismiic Monito
oring Don
ne?
A hydraulic
h
fractture induces an increase in tthe formation stress proporttional
to the
t net fracturiing pressure aas well as an inncrease in porre pressure duee to
fraccturing fluid leeakoff. As a reesult of these geomechanicaal changes, sm
mall
slip
ppages are ind
duced in naturaal fractures, beedding planes, faults, and otther
weaak features in the reservoir. These slippagges are called microseisms aand
they help track th
he fracture loccation and anyy interaction w
with existing naatural
her geologic feeatures. Monittoring and loccating of thesee
fracctures and oth
miccroseismic eveents is achieveed using a dow
wnhole array oof passive seissmic
receivers or geop
phones that can
an detect low eenergy changees resulting froom
chaanges in stresss or pressure innduced by the fracturing treeatment. Thesee
geo
ophones are lo
ocated at or neear the reservooir level and deeployed by a
wirreline in one or
o more nearbyy observation w
wells (Fig 6.33). The array ddetects
the seismic energ
gy generated bby the microseeisms by use oof three-compoonent
ophones or acccelerometers. The algorithm
ms are then proocessed to locaate
geo
the “event” using
g an assortmennt of informatiion obtained ffrom compresssional
(P-wave) and sheear (S-wave) aarrivals detectted by the arraay.
Geo
ophones in mo
onitor wells iddentify and maap the precise location of thhese
eveents. The distaance between tthe well receivving the hydraaulic fracture
stim
mulation treatm
ment and the ooffset monitorring wells rangge anywhere ffrom
500
0 to 3,500 feett depending onn formation tyype and treatm
ment rate and
vollume. The events are transm
mitted to the fraac van and/or customer locaation
for real time view
wing and analyysis so that thee decisions caan then be madde as
w
modiffications in thee
to whether
pro
ocess are requiired or if the
opeeration should
d be shut downn if
pro
oblems are enccountered.
Once the microseeisms are locaated,
the actual fracturre is interpreteed
ope of microseeisms
witthin the envelo
map
pped.

Fig
g 6.3. Typical la
ayout of Treatm
ment and Obseervation Wells used in a
miccroseismic mon
nitoring
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Fig
g 6.4. Typical la
ayout used in a microseismicc monitoring teest.

Thee acoustic-receiver array in the monitor w
well is positionned near the deepth
of the
t fracture treeatment.
Geo
ophones in mo
onitor wells iddentify and maap the precise locations of thhese
eveents. The distaance between tthe treated weell and the offsset monitoringg
(ob
bservation) weell can range fr
from 500 to 3,5500 ft., dependding on formaation
typ
pe and treatmen
nt rate and voolume. The eveents are transm
mitted to the
fraccture van and//or customer loocation for vieewing and anaalysis in real tiime
to allow
a
decision
ns to be made as to whether modificationss in the processs are
req
quired, or if pro
oblems are enncountered, whhether the opeeration should be
shu
ut down.
Once the microseeisms are locaated, the actuaal fracture is innterpreted withhin
t mapped miicroseisms.
the envelope of the
maximum
Beccause acousticc energy decayys with distancce there is a m
mo
onitoring distan
nce that can be used in any test with respect to both
horrizontal and veertical positionning. When a test is properlly designed annd
amb
bient noise is relatively low
w, microseismss can be detected several
tho
ousand feet fro
om the monitorring array. Beecause the miccroseisms are
located relatively
y close to the hhydraulic fractures (stress eeffects decay
pidly), this tech
hnology can bbe used to monnitor fracture ggeometry and
rap
gro
owth behavior..

What
W
are Microseis
M
ms and h
how big a
are they?
?
Theere are two scaales used to m
measure the inttensity and efffects of seismiic
eneergy the magnitude scale (loogarithmic) annd the Modifieed Mercalli
Inteensity scale. Magnitude
M
refllects the energgy released duuring any seism
mic
mo
otion and inten
nsity is a meassure of the effeects of this eneergy release on
peo
ople, human sttructures, and the natural ennvironment (U
USGS website)).
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Microseisms are very low-energy events, typically ranging in magnitude
from -4 to +2. Microseisms generated by hydraulic fracturing stimulation
treatments are generally < -2 (magnitude uses a logarithmic scale). For
comparison, a magnitude of 3 is generally the minimum that is felt at the
surface. These events are caused by (1) changes in stress and pressure
resulting from fluid leakoff during the treatment, and (2) movement (shear
slippage) along existing fracture planes in the rock.
Note: The different magnitudes and their intensities observed are discussed
on the USGS site.
Because these events are so small (low energy) monitoring companies
generally use downhole monitoring arrays rather than surface arrays to
record them. The detection and locations of these microseisms depends not
only on the pumping rate and volume of the hydraulic fracture stimulation
treatment, but also on the formation properties—the harder the rock, the
farther the signal will travel.
For perspective, any movement that can be felt at the surface will have a
magnitude of roughly +3, which translates into a moment of 3 X 1013 ft-lbf
and energy of 1.5 X 109 ft-lbf. A typical large microseism, with a magnitude
of -2, has a moment of ~1.0 X 106 ft-lbf and an energy of ~50 ft-lbf,
equivalent to the total work in lifting a 10-lbm weight 5 ft. off the ground. It
is also important to note that, because of the 2/3 factor in the magnitude
equation, the energy increases a factor of 32 for every increase of one
magnitude unit (Warpinski et al. 2012, SPE 151597).

Hydraulic Fracturing and Induced Seismicity
Recently, concerns have been expressed regarding potential hazards
associated with induced seismicity generated during multistage fracturing of
horizontal wells in gas shales and tight sandstone reservoirs.
Figure 6.5 shows the moment magnitude of microseismic events recorded
during hydraulic fracturing treatments in different gas shale reservoirs. The
figure shows that most of the microseismic events related to hydraulic
fracturing are less than magnitude -0.5.
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Fig
g. 6.5 Summaryy of the magnitu
tude of microseeismic events inn different gas--shale
bassins (data in this figure taken from SPE 1511597).

Energy and Vollume: Microsseisms vs. Fraacture
r
of thou
usands of micrroseismically m
monitored fraccturing treatm
ments
A review
sho
ows that inducced seismicity associated wiith hydraulic ffracturing is veery
smaall and not a problem
p
underr any normal ccircumstances (Warpinski ett al.,
201
12).
Tablle 6.1 Energy & Volume: Microsseisms Versus Fracture
F
M agnitude

Energy

V
Volume

oseism
1 micro

500 microseeisms in a typical
fracturre treatment

1 microseism

500 microseismss in a
typical fracture tre atment

‐2

~>5
50J

~25KJ

0.000084m3

0.0335m3

‐1

~1,600J

~
~800KJ

0.042m3

1.33m3

Tab
ble 6.1. Compa
arison of the seeismic energy rreleased and roock volume affe
fected
diffferent magnitud
de events geneerated by a hyddraulic fracturee treatment
(Wa
arpinski).

Thee event momeent magnitude recorded in thhe microseism
mic monitoringg of
VIC
CI-635 well raanged from -3 .8 to -2.2 Mw
w, with an averrage of -3.4 for the
VIC
C1-735 array and
a ranged froom -4.0 to -2.44 with an averrage of -3.4 foor the
VIC
C-925 array.
Thee event momeent magnitude recorded in thhe microseism
mic monitoringg of
VIC
CI-330 well raanged from -3 .2 to -1.3
Theese events recorded in both the wells in thhe Nodular zoone were extreemely
smaaller than the moment
m
magnnitude of +3 w
which can be fe
felt on surface..
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Note: Please refer to Attachment 6A titled “SPE 151597 – Measurements of
Hydraulic Fractured Induced Seismicity in Gas Shales” by Warpinski et al.
2012 for additional information. Results are presented for six major shale
basins in North America.
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6.2.

Microsei
M
ismic F
Fracture
e Mapp
ping
Analysis
A
s and R
Results
Miccroseismic mo
onitoring was conducted in both study weells completedd in
the Nodular Shalle zone, VIC1 -330 and VIC
C1-635, in the IInglewood Oiil
V
micrroseismic monnitoring servicces were proviided
Fieeld. For well VIC1-330
by Schlumbergerr, and for welll VIC1-635 thhese services w
were provided by
nnacle (a Halliiburton compaany).
Pin
Fig
gure 6.6 presen
nts a detailed eearth model siide view visuaalization show
wing
the locations of microseismic
m
eevents detecteed during the m
mainstage fraccture
treaatment

Fig
g. 6.6. Zoomed
d in and Detaileed side view off the microseismic events deteected
durring the hydrau
ulic treatments in the Sentouss zone in Wellss VIC1-330 andd
VIC
C1-635.

Fig
g. 6.7 presents an earth modeel visualizatioon of the microoseismic evennts
recorded during hydraulic
h
fraccture treatmentts in the Noduular Shale zonee in
wellls VIC1-330 and VIC1-6355. The distancce between thee top of the creeated
fraccture and the near-surface
n
w
water bodies iss approximately 7,700 ft. T
Total
num
mber of micro
oseismic eventts observed duuring Well VIC
CI-635 treatment
werre 939. Out of these, only 5 events were observed out of zone abovee the
Nodular Shale. All
A these evennts were withinn 20 ft. of the top of Nodulaar
Shaale.
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Fig 6.7. Earth model visualization showing the microseismic events recorded
during hydraulic fracture treatment in the Nodular Shale zone in wells VIC1330 and VIC1-635.

6.2.1. Well VIC1-330 Analysis and Results
Well VIC1-330 the Nodular Shale zone was stimulated through 5-1/2 in.
casing and a single jet of perforations from 8,030 to 8,050 ft. (MD).
Halliburton provided the fracturing services on this well. One stimulation
treatment was conducted, monitored and evaluated.
Well VIC1-934, located 700 ft. away, was used as the monitoring well
during this fracture treatment. The downhole receiver array consisted of
12VSI* geophones spaced 100-ft apart. Fig. 7.7 shows the geophone
locations relative to the treatment perforations. The distance from the center
of the geophone array to the perforations in the VIC1-330 treated well is
approximately 700 ft.
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Fig
g 6.8. Earth mo
odel visualizatiion showing thee location of thhe treated welll
perf
rforations and geophones
g
in tthe monitor weell. Distances m
measured from the
mid
dpoint of the geeophone array to the mid-perf
rforation locatiion of the stagees
sho
own.

Miccroseismic acttivity occurredd throughout tthe treatment aand a total of 447
miccroseismic eveents were locaated during thee stimulation ttreatment. Fig. 6.9
is a detailed earth
h model side vview visualizaation showing the locations of the
miccroseismic eveents detected dduring the mainstage fracturre treatment.

Fig
g 7.8. Detailed Zoomed in sidde view visualizzation of the microseismic events
recorded during fracture
f
treatm
ment in the Senttous zone in W
Well VIC1-330

In Fig.
F 6.10 is a map
m (plan) vieew of the locaated microseism
mic events, whhich
is color
c
coded to the time of daay as indicatedd in the plot leegend. Fig 6.11
sho
ows the eventss in depth view
w, as viewed fr
from the southh. The arrow on the
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imaages points no
orth, with greeen indicating a viewpoint abbove the eventss, and
red
d indicating thaat the view is from below. T
The reference grid has been
red
duced to cover only the voluume of rock whhere microseismic events w
were
located.

Fig
g 6.10. Map vieew showing thee microseismic event locationns color coded by
time.

Fig
g 6.11. Depth view
v
visualizatiion towards noorth of showingg microseismic
eveents color coded by time.
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Conclusions
The results of the microseismic mapping (Schlumberger, 2011) indicate that
the geometry of the Nodular Shale zone in the Inglewood Oil Field is
complex. Fracture extension took place in three directions and paralleled the
reservoir structure. First, length extension occurred along formation strike,
which was followed later in the fracture treatment by upward growth and
lateral extension paralleling formation dip (source: Schlumberger’s
Microseismic Report, 2011).
Note: Please refer to Attachment 6B, 6C and Attachment 6D entitled
“StimMAP Evaluation Report” by Schlumberger for additional details on
the Microseismic Analysis for VIC1 – 330 well in the Nodular Shale.
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6.2.2. Well
W VIC1-635 An
nalysis a
and Results
Pin
nnacle provideed microseism
mic monitoring services for thhe hydraulic
fraccture stimulatiion of the VIC
C1-635 well onn January 5th, 2012 and Januuary
6th, 2012. The weell was compl eted with 4.5--in. 11.6-lb P-110 cementedd
dular Shale foormation usingg a single-stage hydraulic fraacture
cassing in the Nod
treaatment.
Thee VIC1 635 well
w was drilledd to a measureed depth of 9,5500ft to targett the
Nodular formatio
on. The well w
was perforatedd between 8,4330 to 8,450 ft.’ with
a siingle 3 shot-peer-foot (spf) pperforating gunn over a 20-ft interval. Twoo
mo
onitor wells weere used, VIC 1-735, locatedd 660 ft. northheast of the treated
welll, and VIC1-9
935, located 3 30 ft. west of the treated weell. A dual
miccroseismic arrray across the N
mation was used.
Nodular form
Fig
g. 6.12 is an aeerial (map) vieew showing thhe locations off the treated w
well
(VIIC1-635) and the two observvation wells (V
VIC1- 735 annd VIC1-935).

Fig
g 6.12: Map vieew showing thee surface locattion of the treatted well, VIC1--635,
and
d the two monittor wells, VIC11-735 and VIC
C1-935.
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Thee placement of the two arrayys provided a good zonal cooverage acrosss the
Nodular Shale zo
one with receivvers above annd below the taarget zone.
Thee second area of quality assuurance is the llocation of perrforation-strinng
sho
ot events with respect to the wellbore. Figg. 6.13 shows tthe perforationnstriing shot aligneed with the weellbore from ab
above.
Fig
g. 6.13 shows the
t top and sidde views of thhe three wells aalong with thee
location of the geeophone arrayys in the two oobservation weells (left) and tthe
ne tops (right).
zon

Fig
g 6.13. Top (ma
ap) (left) and siide (cross secttion) (right) vieews of the
perf
rforation string
g shot and theirr alignment with the wellboree.

Fig
g. 6.14 shows a detailed eartth model side view visualizaation of the
locations of micrroseismic-evennt detected duuring the mainstage fracture
treaatment.

Fig
g 6.14 Detailed
d side view visuualization show
wing the microsseismic events
recorded in Well VICI-635.
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Thee objectives off the fracture m
mapping serviice were to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Determine frracture pay zoone coverage aalong the vertiical wellbore;
Measure fraccture geometryy (height and length) and azzimuth;
Determine th
he extent of hyydraulic fractuure treatment;
Determine th
he relative deggree of induceed fracture com
mplexity;
Provide information that ccould be used for future lateeral well placeement
wells; and,
and infill driilling strategiees for lateral w
Estimate stim
mulated reservvoir volume (S
SRV) for the sstage completeed;

Miicroseism
mic Eventts Monito
ored
Fig
g. 6.15 shows the
t plan (map)) view of the m
mapped microoseismic eventts.

Fig
g. 6.15. Map vieew of the microoseismic eventts recorded durring the VIC1-635
stag
ge 1fracture trreatment.

Fig
g. 6.16 shows the
t mapped m
microseismic evvents for the V
VIC1-635
mainstage fracturre treatment inn map view (leeft) and cross section (rightt).

Fig
g.6.16 Microseiismic events m
mapped for the VIC1-635 mainnstage fracturee
trea
atment are sho
own in plan (maap) view (left) and in cross seection (right).
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Summary and Conclusions
The results from microseismic mapping indicated that the target zone was
effectively simulated and that fracture growth occurred along formation dip.
Monitoring of activity was continued after the treatment termination, and
microseismic response was recorded for about 40 minutes post shut down.
Overall, the relative degree of fracture complexity was considered to be high
for this treatment, and it is probable that multiple sets of parallel and
conjugate fractures were present.
Total number of microseismic events observed were 939. Out of these, only
5 events were observed out of zone above the Nodular Shale. All these
events were within 20 ft. of the top of Nodular Shale.
Note: Please refer to Attachment 6E entitled “Fracturing Mapping Results
for the VIC1-635” by Pinnacle for additional details on the Microseismic
Analysis for VIC1–635 well in the Nodular Shale
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7.

Hydraulic Fracturing Fluids
Disclosure
Sand and water typically comprise more than 99.5 percent of the fluid
system used in hydraulic fracturing. However, to get that fluid to formations
thousands of feet underground requires advanced chemistry and engineering
to:
•
•
•

Deter the growth and buildup of bacteria in the fluid and the wellbore;
Ensure the sand (or proppant) is properly suspended, enabling it to be
delivered into the fracture; and,
Reduce the surface tension of the water in contact with the reservoir to
improve production

The information given in the Frac Focus reports provided by Halliburton
name the additives in the fracturing solutions, list the constituents, and
explain some of their other, more common household and industrial uses.
Halliburton typically tailors the fracturing fluids used to different geologic
formation /zones; therefore, the composition varies by location.
Please see the link below for more information on Halliburton’s corporate
fluids disclosure policies.
http://www.halliburton.com/public/projects/pubsdata/Hydraulic_Fracturing/f
luids_disclosure.html

Frac Focus Reports
The Frac Focus reports for VIC1-330 and VIC1-635 provide the following
Hydraulic Fracturing Fluid Product Component Information:
•

•
•

Supplier, purpose, ingredients chemical abstract service # (CAS #) and
maximum ingredient concentrations in additives and hydraulic
fracturing fluid (% by mass);
List of typical fracturing fluid additives used in the Nodular formation;
and
Composition of fracturing fluid for the Nodular formation
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7.1.

Frac Focus Report for VIC1-330 in the
Nodular Formation
The details of the “Frac Focus Report for VIC1-330” are provided in the
following tables.

List of Typical Fracturing Fluid Additives at Inglewood Nodular Formation
Additive Type
Biocide
Breaker
Breaker
Crosslinker

Gel
KCL
pH Adjusting
Agent
pH Adjusting
Agent
pH Adjusting
Agent
Proppant
Surfactant

Water

Typical Main
Compound
Propionamide

Purpose
Prevents or limits growth of
bacteria

Common use of Main Compound
Agricultural - Antimicrobial Agent

Hair Dye, Industrial Circuit Boards,
Industrial Metal Cleaner
Hair Dye, Industrial Circuit Boards,
Ammonium Persulfate Agent used to degrade viscosity
Industrial Metal Cleaner
Cocoa and Chocolate Products,
Borate
Developing viscosity
Infant and Young Children Foods,
Cottage Cheese
Herbal Supplements, Fruit Jelly,
Polysaccharide
Gelling agent for developing
Beer and Malt Beverages, Mustard
Naphtha hydrotreated viscosity
Industrial Cleaning Solution, Tire
heavy
Repair, Agricultural Insecticide
Potassium Chloride
Clay Control
Agricultural - fertilizer
Adjusts pH to proper range for
Acetic Acid
Vinegar, Cleaning Products
fluid
Adjusts pH to proper range for
Potassium Carbonate
Soap, Glass Production
fluid
Adjusts pH to proper range for Laundry Detergent, Toothpaste,
Sodium Hydroxide
fluid
Cocoa, Milk Products, Chocolate
Holds open fracture to allow oil Hand Cleaner, Laundry Cleaner, Cat
Silica
and gas to flow to well
Litter
Ginseng, Deodorizer, Dish Soap,
Aids in recovery of water used
Ethanol
Cologne, Makeup (Mascara),
during frac
Mouthwash
Base fluid creates fractures and
Water
carries proppant, also can be
present in some additives
Sodium Persulfate

Agent used to degrade viscosity

Table. 7.1.List of typical fracturing fluid additives at VICI-330 well in the
Inglewood Nodular formation
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Composition of Fracturing Additive for Inglewood Nodular Formation
Common
Name

Supplier
Chemical
Name

Water

Biocide

Common
Description

Component
listed on MSDS

Common
Chemical Name

Purpose

BE-3S

Liquid Gel
LGC-36 UC
Concentrate

Eliminate
Bacteria

Biocide

Adds
Viscosity
Polyscharide or
Long chain made
of sugars

Friction Reducer

FR-66

Gel Breaker

BA-40L

Beach Sand

Surfactant

MO-67

Reduces
pipe friction

Friction Reducer

PRC Sand
100 mesh Sand
Sand

Proppant

Quartz
Quartz

0.009%
0.003%

87.6
26.3

85

1.2 gpt

150.7

Lowers pH

0.25 gpt

1.0 gpt

90

0.2 gpt

15

30-60%
pH Buffer

Sodium Hydroxide

Caustic soda or
lye

Ethanol

Grain alcohol or
Drinking alcohol
(spirits)

10-30%

Aids in fluid
recovery

Beach sand

Beach sand

0.003%
0.000%

28.0
2.3

0.000%
0.000%

4.7
2.8

0.032%

319.2

0.003%

26.6

0.062%

620.6

0.010%
0.001%

103.4
10.3

0.001%

10.3

0.031%

310.3

1.0 gpt
175
30-60%

5-10%

0 - 1%
0 - 1%
10 - 30%

Muriate of potash
(fertilizer)
Clay control

Beach sand

18.7

8

60-100%
30-60%
pH Buffer

0.002%

80

30-60%
5%

Beach Sand

Caustic

Proppant

150

32

Buffer

Proppant

23.4

0.6 ppt

Increases
Viscosity

Acid

Quartz

0.002%

60-100%

Crosslinker

7%

1826.5

0.015%

Crosslinker

Potassium Chloride

1.0 gpt

Increases
Viscosity

Losurf-300M Surfactant

KCL

1353.1

10-30%

Poly(oxy-1,2ethanediyl), alpha(4-nonylphenyl)omega-hydroxy-,
branched
Naphthalene
Mothball Crystals
1,2,4
Aromatic or Cylic
Trimethylbenzene
Hydrocarbon
Heavy aromatic
Petroluem
petroleum
Distillate
naphtha
KCL

0.135%

40

10-30%

Potassium
Carbonate
Buffer

17.5

1.0 - 2.0 ppt
60-100%

Acetic Anhydrite
Acetic Acid
Buffer

0.0018%

0 - 1.0 ppt
60-100%

Reduces
Viscosity

Borate Salts
Crystalline Silica
Fe-1A

0.9

0.183%

Disodium
Octoborate
Tetrahydrate
CL-28M

0.0001%

515

2317.50

Hydrotreated Light
Petroleum
Distillate
K-38

6.0 gpt

Reduces
Viscosity

Ammonium
Persulfate
Crystalline Silica

30.00

30-60%

Sodium Persulfate
OptiFlo III

by % Vol by % Weight ppm
99.4%
81.8%
994278

30-60%

SP Breaker Gel Breaker

Breaker

0.15 ppt

1,401,189

Concentration Component of
Total Stage Fluid

60-100%

Naphtha,
hydrotreated heavy

Breaker

Weight of
Component /
stage

1-5%

Gelling Agent
Guar Gum

Acid

Gallons of
Component /
stage
168,210

2,2 Dibromo-3nitrilopropionamide

Crosslinker

Component
loading
gal/1000 gal

Water

2-Monobromo-3nitrilopropionamide

Crosslinker

Component
Weight % of
Chemical

Holds open
fracture
Holds open
fracture
Holds open
fracture

585 ppt

2.0 - 6.0 ppg
0.5 ppg
0.5 - 2.0 ppg
Total

169,178

98000

5.72%

57217.6

145000

8.5%

84658.8

6000

0.4%

3503.1

60000

3.5%

35031.2

1,712,759

Table. 7.2.Composition of fracturing fluid additives in VICI-330 well in the
Inglewood Nodular formation
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Hydraulic Fracturing
F
Fluid Product Compo
onent Informatio
on Disclosure
Fracture Date:
9/15/2011
State:
California
a
County:
Los Angele s
API Number:
0403726720
Operator Name:XP WE
ESTERN BUSINESS UNIT
T
Well Na me and Number:
VIC 1-330
Longitude:
Latitude:
Lon
ng/Lat Projection:
P
Production
Type:
True Verttical Depth (TVD):
8,030
Total Wate
er Volume (gal)*:
168,210
Hydraulic Fractu
uring Fluid Composition
n

Trade Name
e

Supplier

7% KCL Water
SAND - PREMIUM
M
WHITE
PRC SAND

Operator

Purpose

Ingred
dients

Maximum
M
Maximum
Chemical
In
ngredient
Ingredient
Abstract Service
Concentration Con
C
ncentration
Number
in
n HF Fluid
in Additive
(CAS #)
( by mass)** (% by mass)**
(%
100.00%

Propp
pant

Crystalline silica, quarttz

Halliburton

Propp
pant

SSA-2
FR-66
LOSURF-300M™

Halliburton
Halliburton
Halliburton

Sand
Frictio
on Reducer
Surfac
ctant

Crystalline silica, quarttz
1
14808-60-7
Hexamethylenetetramin
ne
1
1009-7-0
Phenol / formaldehyde resin
9
900303-35-4
Crystalline silica, quarttz
1
14808-60-7
Hydrotreated light petro
oleum distillate
6
64742-47-8
1,2,4 Trimethylbenzene
e
9
95-63-6
Ethanol
6
64-17-5
Heavy aromatic petrole
eum naphtha
6
64742-94-5
Naphthalene
9
91-20-3
Poly(oxy-1,2-ethanediy
yl), alpha-(4-nonylphenyl 127087-87-0
1

CL-28M
CROSSLINKER

Halliburton

Cross
slinker

Crystalline silica, quarttz

1
14808-60-7

Bufferr

Borate salts
Sodium hydroxide

Confidential Business In
C
1
1310-73-2

Bufferr

Potassium carbonate

5
584-08-7

60.00%

0.03990%

Misc Additive

Acetic acid

6
64-19-7

60.00%

0.00255%

Cross
slinker
Gellin
ng Agent

Acetic anhydride
Disodium octaborate te
etrahydrate
Guar gum
Naphtha, hydrotreated heavy

108-24-7
1
1
12008-41-2
9
9000-30-0
6
64742-48-9

100.00%
100.00%
60.00%
60.00%

0.00425%
0.02099%
0.16582%
0.16582%

Biocid
de

2,2 Dibromo-3-nitrilopro
opionamide

1
10222-01-2

100.00%

0.00119%

2-Monobromo-3-nitrilop
propionamide

1
1113-55-9

5.00%

0.00006%

MO-67
Halliburton
BA-40L BUFFERING
Halliburton
AGENT
FE-1A ACIDIZING
Halliburton
COMPOSITION
K-38
LGC-36 UC

Halliburton
Halliburton

BE-3S BACTERIC
CIDE Halliburton

1
14808-60-7

100.00%

86.77644%

Halliburton

Density = 8.700

3.70605%

100.00%
2.00%
5.00%
100.00%
30.00%
1.00%
60.00%
30.00%
1.00%
10.00%

8.59803%
0.17196%
0.42990%
0.35578%
0.01335%
0.00079%
0.04763%
0.02382%
0.00079%
0.00794%

5.00%

0.00249%

60.00%
30.00%

0.02989%
0.00283%

OPTIFLO-III
DELAYED RELEA
ASE Halliburton
BREAKER

Break
ker

Ammonium persulfate

7
7727-54-0

100.00%

0.00889%

Halliburton

Break
ker

Crystalline silica, quarttz
Sodium persulfate

14808-60-7
1
7
7775-27-1

30.00%
100.00%

0.00267%
0.00237%

SP BREAKER

Comments

* Total Water Volu
ume sources may include
e fresh water, produced water,
w
and/or recycled watter
** Information is ba
ased on the maximum po
otential for concentration and thus the total may be
e over 100%
All component info
ormation listed was obtain
ned from the supplier’s Material
M
Safety Data Shee
ets (MSDS). As such, the
e Operator is not responsiible for inaccurate and/or incomplete information. Any
questions regardin
ng the content of the MSD
DS should be directed to the supplier who provided
d it. The Occupational Sa
afety and Health Adminis
stration’s (OSHA) regulations govern the criteria forr the
disclosure of this information. Please note that Federal Law protects
s 'proprietary', 'trade secrret', and 'confidential busin
ness information' and the criteria for how this inform
mation is reported on an MSDS is
subject to 29 CFR
R 1910.1200(i) and Appen
ndix D.

Tab
ble. 7.3.Compo
osition of fractuuring fluid in V
VICI-330 well iin the Inglewoood
Nod
dular formation
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7.2.

Frac Focus Report for VIC1-635 in the
Nodular Formation
The details of the “Frac Focus Report for VIC1-635” provided in the
following tables:

List of Typical Fracturing Fluid Additives at Inglewood Nodular Formation
Additive Type

Typical Main
Compound

Purpose

Activator

EDTA / Copper
Chelate

Biocide

Propionamide

Breaker

Sodium Persulfate

Crosslinker

Borate

Clay Control

alkylated quaternary
Chloride
Polysaccharide

Gel
KCL
pH Adjusting
Agent

Naphtha
hydrotreated heavy
Potassium Chloride
Sodium Hydroxide

Proppant

Silica

Surfactant

Ethanol

Water

Water

Common use of Main Compound
Fertilizer for Agricultural Use and
Agent used to degrade viscosity
Farm Animal Hoof Infection
Treatment
Prevents or limits growth of
Agricultural - Antimicrobial Agent
bacteria
Hair Dye, Industrial Circuit Boards,
Agent used to degrade viscosity
Industrial Metal Cleaner
Cocoa and Chocolate Products,
Agent used for developing
Infant and Young Children Foods,
viscosity
Cottage Cheese
Clay-stabilization additive which
helps prevent clay particles from Laundry Detergent, Floor Cleaner,
Industrial Grinding Fluid
migrating in water-sensitive
formations.
Herbal Supplements, Fruit Jelly,
Gelling agent for developing
Beer and Malt Beverages, Mustard
viscosity
Industrial Cleaning Solution, Tire
Repair, Agricultural Insecticide
Clay Control
Agricultural - fertilizer
Adjusts pH to proper range for
Laundry Detergent, Toothpaste,
fluid
Cocoa, Milk Products, Chocolate
Holds open fracture to allow oil Hand Cleaner, Laundry Cleaner, Cat
and gas to flow to well
Litter
Ginseng, Deodorizer, Dish Soap,
Aids in recovery of water used
Cologne, Makeup (Mascara),
during frac
Mouthwash
Base fluid creates fractures and
carries proppant, also can be
present in some additives

Table. 7.4.List of typical fracturing fluid additives at VICI-635 well in the
Inglewood Nodular formation
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Composition of Fracturing Additive for Inglewood Nodular Formation
Common Name

Supplier
Chemical
Name

Water

Biocide

Common
Component listed on
Common
Description MSDS
Chemical Name

Purpose

BE-3S

Eliminate
Bacteria

Biocide

LGC-36 UC

Breaker

SP Breaker

Buffer

MO-67

Adds
Viscosity

Gelling Agent
Polyscharide or
Long chain made
of sugars

Conductivity Enhancer

Crosslinker

Sodium Hydroxide

Caustic soda or
lye

Ethanol

Grain alcohol or
Drinking alcohol
(spirits)

Acidizing Composition

Hydrotreated light
petroleum

Crosslinker

KCL

Sand 2/40 premium white
Sand CRC 16/30
Sand common 100 mesh

Potassium carbonate

Acetic anhydride
Acetic acid

Petroluem
Distillate
Petroluem
Distillate
Grain alcohol or
Drinking alcohol
(spirits)

Potassium
Chloride

Proppant

Quartz

Proppant

Quartz

Proppant

Quartz

0.166%

2200
2970

Crystalline silica,
quartz
Crystalline silica,
quartz
Crystalline silica,
quartz

0.006%

200

0.018%

300

0.062%

590

0.010%
0.001%

10
10

0.001%

10

0.031%

300

60

0.03%

300

130

0.06%

1.0 gpt
130

5-10%

0 - 1%
0 - 1%
10 - 30%

Increases
Viscosity

1gpt

0-30%

30-60%

2.0 -2.5 gpt

5-10%

1-5%
3- 60%

Increase
Viscosity

3- 60%

1gpt

0.7gpt

50

10

0.01%

2200

0.005%

2970

0.02%

600

0.005%

600

0.0004%

1100

0.0024%

200
600

Sand
1-5%

60-100%
30-60%

Vinegar

Increase
Viscosity

60 -100%

Muriate of potash
(fertilizer)
Clay control 60 -100%

3%

82
75

30-60%

Baking Soda

Disodium octaborate
tetrahydrate

K-38

KCL

2gpt

10-30%

Reduce
Friction

Table Salt
Borate salts
Crystalline silica,
quartz

FE-1A

15

0.222%

1 gpt

Aids in fluid
recovery

Isopropanol
Heavy aromatic
petroleum Naptha

CL-28

1

0.0005%

466

2097.00

60-100%

Surfactant

BA-40L

0.0000%

Reduces
Viscosity

Methanol

Buffering Agent

4.0 - 5.0 gpt

pH Buffer

SandWedge

6.00

30-60%

Gel Breaker

Friction
Reducer

by % Vol by % Weight
ppm
99.3%
82.43%
990000

30-60%

Poly(oxy-1,2ethanediyl), alpha(4-nonylphenyl)-omegahydroxy-,
branched
Naphthalene
Mothball Crystals
1,2,4 Trimethylbenzene Aromatic or Cylic
Hydrocarbon
Petroluem
Heavy aromatic
Distillate
petroleum
naphtha

FR-66

0.15 ppt

1,043,316

Concentration Component of Total
Stage Fluid

60-100%

Sodium Persulfate

Losurf-300M

Weight of
Component /
stage

1-5%

Naphtha, hydrotreated
heavy

Friction Reducer

Gallons of
Component /
stage

125,248

Guar Gum

Surfactant

Component
loading
gal/1000 gal

Water

2-Monobromo-3nitrilopropionamide
2,2 Dibromo-3nitrilopropionamide

Liquid Gel Concentrate

Component
Weight % of
Chemical

sand
sand
sand

X

0.5gpt

5

5

250 ppt

Holds open
fracture
Holds open
fracture
Holds open
fracture

Total

126,179

0.00040%

0.00000%

600

31312 0.024739

2.47%

24500

36800

2.907%

2.9% 29074.53

147100

11.622%

11.6% 116219.1

5000

0.395%

0.4% 3950.343

1,265,713

Table. 7.5.Composition of fracturing fluid additives in VICI-635 well in the
Inglewood Nodular formation
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Hydraulic Fracturing Fluid Product Component Information Disclosure
Fracture Date:
1/5/2012
State:
California
County:
Los Angeles
API Number:
0403726421
Operator Name:XP WESTERN BUSINESS UNIT
Well Name and Number:
Vic1 635
Longitude:
Latitude:
Long/Lat Projection:
Production Type:
Gas
True Vertical Depth (TVD):
8,430
Total Water Volume (gal)*:
125,248
Hydraulic Fracturing Fluid Composition

Trade Name

Supplier

SAND - COMMON
Halliburton
WHITE
SAND - PREMIUM
Halliburton
WHITE
CRC SAND
Halliburton

Purpose

Proppant

14808-60-7

100.00%

24.30405%

100.00%
2.00%
5.00%
1.00%
60.00%
30.00%
1.00%

69.98805%
1.39976%
3.49940%
0.00473%
0.28366%
0.14183%
0.00473%

127087-87-0

10.00%

0.04728%

12008-41-2
64742-47-8
34590-94-8
64742-94-5

100.00%
30.00%
60.00%
10.00%

0.26926%
0.07556%
0.29738%
0.04956%

Potassium carbonate

584-08-7

60.00%

0.17770%

Crosslinker
Friction Reducer
Conductivity Enhancer

Halliburton

Buffer

Halliburton

Crosslinker

K-38
SP BREAKER

Misc Additive

Crystalline silica, quartz

14808-60-7

5.00%

0.00250%

Borate salts

Confidential Business
Information

60.00%

0.02995%

Acetic acid

64-19-7

60.00%

0.01278%

108-24-7
9000-30-0
64742-48-9
1310-73-2

100.00%
60.00%
60.00%
30.00%

0.02130%
1.20290%
1.20290%
0.11359%

Halliburton

Buffer

Acetic anhydride
Guar gum
Naphtha, hydrotreated heavy
Sodium hydroxide

Halliburton

Biocide

2,2 Dibromo-3-nitrilopropionamide

10222-01-2

100.00%

0.00285%

Crosslinker
Breaker

2-Monobromo-3-nitrilopropionamide
Disodium octaborate tetrahydrate
Sodium persulfate

1113-55-9
12008-41-2
7775-27-1

5.00%
100.00%
100.00%

0.00014%
0.01902%
0.01949%

Halliburton

Halliburton
Halliburton

Gelling Agent

Comments

1.42615%

14808-60-7
1009-7-0
900303-35-4
95-63-6
64-17-5
64742-94-5
91-20-3

Halliburton
Halliburton
Halliburton

MO-67
BE-3S
BACTERICIDE

100.00%

Crystalline silica, quartz

K-38
FR-66
SandWedge® NT

LGC-36 UC

14808-60-7

Crystalline silica, quartz
Hexamethylenetetramine
Phenol / formaldehyde resin
1,2,4 Trimethylbenzene
Ethanol
Heavy aromatic petroleum naphtha
Naphthalene
Poly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl), alpha-(4nonylphenyl)-omega-hydroxy-,branched
Disodium octaborate tetrahydrate
Hydrotreated light petroleum distillate
Dipropylene glycol monomethyl ether
Heavy aromatic petroleum naphtha

Surfactant

Halliburton

Crystalline silica, quartz

Proppant

Halliburton

FE-1A ACIDIZING
COMPOSITION

Ingredients

Proppant

LOSURF-300M™

BA-40L
BUFFERING
AGENT
CL-28M
CROSSLINKER

Maximum
Maximum
Chemical
Ingredient
Ingredient
Abstract Service
Concentration Concentration
Number
in Additive
in HF Fluid
(CAS #)
(% by mass)** (% by mass)**

* Total Water Volume sources may include fresh water, produced water, and/or recycled water
** Information is based on the maximum potential for concentration and thus the total may be over 100%
All component information listed was obtained from the supplier’s Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS). As such, the Operator is not responsible for inaccurate and/or incomplete information. Any
questions regarding the content of the MSDS should be directed to the supplier who provided it. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s (OSHA) regulations govern the criteria for the
disclosure of this information. Please note that Federal Law protects 'proprietary', 'trade secret', and 'confidential business information' and the criteria for how this information is reported on an MSDS
is subject to 29 CFR 1910.1200(i) and Appendix D.

The information in this document is provided for general information purposes only. While Halliburton strives to provide timely, accurate and
complete information, this document may contain inadvertent typographical, technical, factual, or other errors or omissions in the information
provided. UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES HALLIBURTON MAKES NO GUARANTEES, WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, CONCERNING THE SECURITY, TIMELINESS, RELEVANCY, SUFFICIENCY, ACCURACY, RELIABILITY,
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE OR OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHTS, NON-INFRINGEMENT OR
COMPLETENESS OF ANY DATA, INFORMATION, OR SERVICES FURNISHED TO YOU IN OR THROUGH THIS DOCUMENT, OR
CONCERNING THE INFORMATION YOU PROVIDE TO US. HALLIBURTON IS PROVIDING THE INFORMATION AND OTHER CONTENT
CONTAINED HEREIN ON AN "AS IS, WHERE IS, AS AVAILABLE" BASIS, AND ALL WARRANTIES (EXPRESS OR IMPLIED) ARE
DISCLAIMED.

Table. 7.6.Composition of fracturing fluid in VICI-635 well in the Inglewood
Nodular formation
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8.

Fracture Height Growth and
Containment of Hydraulic
Fractures
A significant amount of discussion has taken place about the vertical growth
of hydraulic fractures, particularly in gas shales, tight sands, and shallow
reservoirs in regards to whether these hydraulic fractures can create
pathways for the fracturing fluids or hydrocarbons to migrate upward and
contaminate groundwater supplies.
The vertical extent that a created fracture can propagate is controlled by the
upper confining zone or formation, and the volume, rate, and pressure of the
fluid that is pumped. The confining zone will limit the vertical growth of a
fracture because it either possesses sufficient strength or elasticity to contain
the pressure of the injected fluids or an insufficient volume of fluid has been
pumped. This is important to note because the greater the distance between
the fractured formation and the groundwater or water-bearing zones, the
more likely it is that multiple formations will possess the qualities necessary
to impede the growth of hydraulic fractures.
Fracture lengths can sometimes exceed 1,000 ft. when contained within a
relatively homogenous layer, but due to the layered geological environment
and other physical parameters fracture lengths are typically much smaller,
and are usually measured in tens or hundreds of feet (Fisher and Warpinski,
2011).
Micrseismic monitoring can detect the small slippages or microseisms
induced in natural fractures, bedding planes, faults, and other weak features
in the reservoir and they help track the fracture location and any interaction
with existing natural fractures and other geologic features.
Note: Please refer to Section 6, titled, “Microseismic Monitoring”, for
additional details

Fracture Height in Inglewood Field
Fig. 8.1 shows the HRGP geometries (including the height) for all the
different stages of the wells analyzed in the Vickers and Rindge zones. The
discontinuous groundwater bodies (perched zones) in the Inglewood Oil
Field are also shown.
The model calculated vertical distances between the top of the created
HRGPs in the study wells and the discontinuous groundwater bodies
(perched zones) near the surface are also indicated in Fig. 8.1. The shortest
vertical distance was 1,070 ft. and the distances in the other study wells
ranged from 1,728 to 1,758 ft. It is clear from the model results shown in
Fig. 8.1 that in the study wells in the Vickers and Rindge zones, the created
HRGPs did not come close to the discontinuous groundwater bodies
(perched zones) on the surface.
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The Vickers and Rindge zones are the shallowest reservoirs, the other zones
in the Inglewood Oil Field are much deeper. Consequently, the distances
between the modeled fractures created in the other zones and the
discontinuous groundwater bodies are even greater, for eg., about 7,700 ft in
the case of Nodular shale zone. As stated earlier, the physical properties of
the multiple layered formations in the Inglewood Oil Field confined the
height growth of the the high-rate gravel packs in the Vickers Rindge and
the fractures in the other zones.

Fig. 8.1. Side view visualization showing the modeled HRGP geometries in the
Vickers zone.

Fracture Growth in other Shale Reservoirs in
North America
A recent study that analyzed actual fracture growth data mapped during
thousands of fracturing treatments in gas shales and tight-sand reservoirs
found similar results (Fisher and Warpinski, 2011). This paper includes an
in-depth discussion of fracture-growth limiting mechanisms augmented by
other studies that examined hydraulic fracture growth.
Figures 8.2a-c present data collected during thousands of hydraulicfracturing stimulation treatments in some of the most active gas-shale plays
in North America: the Barnett shale in Texas, the Woodford shale in
Oklahoma, and the Marcellus shale in the Northeastern United States (Fisher
and Warpinski, 2011). More fracture treatments have been mapped in the
Barnett shale than in any other reservoir.
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Each graph plots the fracture top and bottom for all mapped fracture
treatments performed in each reservoir from early 2001 through the end of
2010. All depths are true vertical depth (TVD). Perforation depths are
indicated by the red band for each stage. The colored curves show the
mapped fracture top and bottom corresponding to the counties in which the
well is located. The dark blue bars at the top of each graph show the depth of
deepest reported drinking water bearing zones in each of the counties where
the fractures were mapped. The depth scale in the vertical axis varies from
reservoir to reservoir because of large differences in the depths of the
reservoir zones. The plots show that the largest directly measured upward
growth of all of these mapped fractures still places the fracture tops several
thousand feet below the deepest known aquifer level in each of the
reservoirs presented (Fisher and Warpinski, 2011), removing any potential
of the hydraulic fracturing operation to impact the aquifer (if present).

Fig. 8.2a. Barnett shale measured fracture heights sorted by depth and
compared to aquifers (Fisher and Warpinski, 2011)
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Fig. 8.2b. Woodford shale measured fracture heights sorted by depth and
compared to aquifer depths (Fisher and Warpinski, 2011).

Fig. 8.2c. Marcellus shale measured fracture heights sorted by depth and
compared to aquifer depths (Fisher and Warpinski, 2011).
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8.1.

Factors Contributing to Fracture
Height Containment
The paper by Fisher and Warpinski (2011) discusses several additional
factors and means for containing fracture height.
•

•

•

•

•

Fractures in common geologic environments show varying degree of
complexity (non-planar). As a result of this complexity fractures tend to
grow shorter than they would if they were planar fractures;
The layering of sedimentary rocks creates large variations in rock
stresses. The combination of variability in rock stress with varying
interface properties creates an environment that hinders the vertical
growth of fractures. The large variations in stress across rock strata act
to trap the fractures in low stress zones. These conditions favor lateral
fracture because it is the path of least resistance. Therefore it is highly
unlikely that the fractures will propagate very far vertically;
Fracture growth occurs perpendicular to the direction of least principal
stress, i.e., in the direction of maximum stress. In all the sedimentary
basins where measurements have been made, the vertical stress
generated by the weight of the rock overburden is the minimum stress at
depths less than approximately 2,000 ft. At these relatively shallow
depths, fracture growth will be primarily in the horizontal direction and
not vertically. It is possible some shallow individual rock layers may
have a horizontal in-situ stress that is the minimum stress, which would
result in vertical fracture growth within these layers. However, the
majority of near-surface rock layers would have horizontal fractures that
do not propagate vertically. In addition, mixed fracture growth, in both
horizontal and vertical directions would significantly limit vertical
growth;
In cases where a fracture might cross over a boundary between adjacent
rock layers where the principal stress direction changes, the fracture
would attempt to reorient itself perpendicular to the direction of least
stress. Therefore, if a fracture propagated from a deeper to a shallower
formation it would reorient itself from a vertical to a horizontal pathway
and grow sideways along the bedding planes of the rock strata; and,
Under normal circumstances, where hydraulic fracturing is conducted at
deep depths, there is no physical mechanism by which a fracture can
propagate through the various rock layers and reach the surface. This
fact was observed in all of the fracture mapping data in different gasshale plays and is expected based on the application of basic rockmechanics principles deduced from mineback, core, lab, and modeling
studies.

The actual data collected using microseismic and microdeformation or
tiltmeter fracture-mapping technologies on many thousands of hydraulic
fracturing jobs indicate that hydraulic-fracture heights are relatively wellcontained (Fisher and Warpinski, 2011).
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Note: Please refer Attachment 8A, Technical paper SPE 145949 entitled
“Hydraulic Fracture-Height Growth: Real data” for additional details and
information

8.2.

Hydraulic Fracturing and Water
Contamination
Hydraulic fracturing has been in use for over 60 years and both state and
federal regulatory agencies, including the EPA, have repeatedly stated that
that they are not aware of any instances of hydraulic fracturing resulting in
contamination of drinking water aquifers (IOGCC, 2009)).
•

Note: Please refer to Attachment 8B entitled “Regulatory Statements on
Hydraulic Fracturing” submitted by the States in June 2009 for
additional details.
• Note: Please refer to Attachment 8C entitled “Data Confirm Safety of
Well Fracturing” an article by Kevin Fisher from American Oil & Gas
Reporter, July 2010. The article presents a first look at the actual field
data based on direct measurements acquired while fracture mapping
more than 15,000 frac jobs during the past decade. The article also
addresses the concerns surrounding the possibility of groundwater
contamination.
Well operators are currently applying hydraulic fracturing treatments in
approximately 35,000 wells per year in the U.S. with no evidence of
resulting groundwater contamination (Tippee, 2008).
Similar results were observed during the hydraulic fracturing stimulation
treatments of the two wells in the Nodular Shale zone. The distances of the
created fractures from the discontinuous groundwater bodies near the surface
were too significant (about 7,700 ft.) to have any effect on the discontinuous
groundwater bodies near the surface. This is clear from the Fig. 8.3 that
shows a side view of the Inglewood Oil Field Structure along with the
location and depth of the microseismic events that were recorded during the
hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatments in Wells VICI-330 and VICI-635
in the Nodular Shale zone.
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Fig. 8.3. Side View of the Inglewood Oil Field structure with the microseismic
events recorded in the two wells completed in the Nodular Shale zone
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9.

High-Rate Gravel Packs
In the Baldwin Hills, the majority of the wells are completed using high-rate
garvel pack (HRGP) treatments. This process is different from the hydraulic
fracturing stimulation techniques used for tight sands, gas shale and coal gas
recovery.
The HRGP completion technique involves two distinct injection stages
performed in a single step.
The first stage creates a hydraulic crack and terminates its growth by tip
screenout. The second stage involves continuous injection of high
concentration slurry after the screenout, resulting in inflation and packing of
the gravel pack through the near wellbore area to the production zone (Fan
and Llave, 1996). These treatments are pumped down the tubing/casing
annulus and have a wire wrapped screen installed in the well.

Fig. 9.1. Illustration of the high-rate gravel pack process.

The high-rate gravel pack is an established method for increasing production
by creating a high-conductivity gravel pack that bypasses the reduced
permeability zone in the near-wellbore region that was created during either
drilling, cementing, perforating or fluid loss management processes. The
HRGP creates a conduit for the flow of reservoir fluids at lower pressures.

Details of the High-Rate Gravel-Pack Process
In the high-rate gravel pack process, the rate is stepped down at the end of a
typical propped treatment. With only a few barrels of the treatment left and a
high sand concentration in the annulus, the choke is opened at the surface.
This action drops the pressure in the tubing and diverts a part of the fluid
away from the sand/water mixture. The sand slurry is dehydrated as it
attempts to flow through the screen and up the tubing resulting in a screen
packoff. After the treatment is shut down, the sand pack surrounding the
screen is allowed to dehydrate for a few minutes further before the tubing is
shut in (Moddie, Fernandez et al., 2004, SPE 90975)
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Comparison of Sand and Fluid Volumes between High Rate
Gravel Pack and Hydraulic Fracturing Treatments
In comparison with the average hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatment,
the volumes of sand and fluid used in high-rate gravel pack treatments are
usually small in terms of volume, pump time and hydraulic horsepower
required. Table 9.2 is an actual example from the Inglewood Oil Field
comparing the different parameters.
Treatment Summary Comparison
Parameters

High Rate Gravel Packs Well Hydraulic Fracturing Well
VRU-4243 Stage 2
VICI-635

Pump Time (mins)

27.68

141.87

Clean Volume (bbls)

418.45

2992.18

Slurry Volume (bbls)

458.89

3210.35

Average Treating Pressure (psi)

768

6914

Max. Treating Pressure (psi)

1343

8818

373.79

2013.48

Proppant Mass (100*lb)

Table 9.2. Comparison between high-rate gravel pack and hydraulic fracture
treatment

Comparison of Fracture Geometry
Table 9.3 shows that the length created by the high-rate gravel-pack
treatment in the Vickers and Rindge zones is significantly less than the
fracture length created by the hydraulic fracturing treatments performed in
the Nodular Shale zone.

Table 9.3. Comparison of the geometry created in the Vickers zone by a highrate gravel-pack treatment with that created in the Nodular Shale zone by a
hydraulic fracturing treatment.

Reference
Fan, Y., and Lave, F.M., 1996, Tip screenout fracturing of gas wells, paper
SPE35636: SPE Journal, v. 1, no. 4, p. 463-472.
Moodie, W. H.; Minner, W. A.; Fernandez, M.; Lockman, D., and Burgett,
W. Jr., 2004, Multistaeg Oil-Base Frac-Packing in the Thick Inglewood
Field Vickers/Rindge Formation Lends New Life to an ld Producing Field,
Paper SPE 90975.
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10.

Summary and Conclusions
•

•

The Los Angeles Basin is a stratigraphic and structural basin in
Southern California, USA and is a major oil and gas province.
o

Major northwest-trending strike–slip faults, such as the
Whittier, Newport–Inglewood, and Palos Verdes faults,
dominate the present-day basin and provide trapping
mechanisms for the oil; and

o

More than 65 fields have been discovered in the Los
Angeles Basin since oil production began in 1880.

The Inglewood Oil Field, located in the northwestern portion of Los
Angeles Basin, 10 miles southwest of downtown Los Angeles, is
located along the Newport-Inglewood fault trend.
o

The field is the largest urban oil field in the United States—
covering an area of over 1,000 acres;

o

Since the discovery of the Inglewood Oil Field in 1924,
about 1,829 wells have been drilled within the historical
boundaries of the field; and,

o

All of the oil and natural gas produced from the Inglewood
Oil Field are consumed within California.

•

The geologic structure of Inglewood Oil Field is very complex.

•

A 3D structural earth model was constructed for Inglewood Oil
Field to improve our knowledge of complex earth structure and our
abilities to characterize the effect of hydraulic fracturing on nearsurface groundwater and seismic ground motion.
o The 3D earth model helped in gaining a clear and much
better understanding and visualization of the fault network
in the Inglewood Field and how it relates to the different
formations
o A 3D model can capture the full physics of hydraulic
fracture propagation, thus leading to a more complete
understanding of the impact of hydraulic fracturing at the
surface;
o The 3D structural earth model was built with data from
well logs identifying faults and horizons (formation tops
and faults picks);
o The number of geologic formation tops, available from
well control, used to construct the individual horizons in
the 3D Earth Model were higher in the shallower zones of
the model such as Pico, Vickers, Vickers "H" Sand and
Rindge (~550 well tops) and lower in the deeper zones of
the model such as the Bradna, Nodular and Sentous zones
(~120 well tops). This is primarily due to the fact that there
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o

o

o

are more well penetrations in the shallower zones of
Inglewood Field as compared to the deeper zones;
Data management procedures and quality control measures
were applied to ensure consistency between the geologic
horizons and fault networks in the model;
Special emphasis and efforts was placed on determining
how the complex fault network within the field and the
geologic horizons was interrelated; and,
3D visualization techniques were extensively used and
were an important role step in validating the final input data
into the 3D model.

•

Eight wells were selected for analysis in this hydraulic fracturing
report of the Inglewood Oil Field. The wells analyzed had either
multiple independent hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatments or
high-rate gravel pack treatments.

•

Selection criteria included location within the field and with respect
to the faults, i.e., on both sides of major faults, and the availability
and accuracy of existing data, e.g., fracturing treatment, well logs,
and reservoir properties.

•

Data Validation and Processing

•

o

Triple Combo and Dipole Sonic log (where available) data
was processed to create an input file for GOHFER model;

o

Core data was available only for the wells in the Nodular
zone. The processed logs were calibrated against the core
data;

o

Minifrac Analysis was performed on the step-down tests,
wherever available, to determine critical reservoir
parameters, such as closure pressure, permeability, pressure
dependent leakoff, and process zone stress;

o

The Grid Oriented Hydraulic Fracture Extension Replicator
(GOHFER®) fracture simulation software was used to
perform the pressure history match. The model was
calibrated using all available log and fracturing treatment
data and was run until an acceptable match was obtained.
Note: GOHFER is a frac simulator, however the HRGP
treatments were analyzed using GOHFER to get a
comparison and understanding of the geometries created.
Experts in the industry have used GOHFER to analyze
similar type of HRGP treatments and believe that it does a
better job than any other model that they have applied.

The modeled fracture geometries were imported into the 3D earth
model to provide visualization and a better understanding of the
fractures in relation to the formations and discontinuous
groundwater bodies on surface.
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•

A total of 21 high-rate gravel pack treatments were pressure history
matched in the Vickers and Rindge zones
o

o
o

o
o

o

o

•

•

For the majority of the stages, the modeled gravel pack
height created by the high-rate gravel packs in the Vickers
and Rindge zones ranged from 100 to 170 ft. The path
height in few stages ranged from 200 to 240 ft.;
Modeled height is relatively small compared to the
modeled depth;
The shortest vertical distance between the top of the
modeled gravel pack in the shallowest reservoirs, the
Vickers and Rindge zones, and the discontinuous
groundwater bodies in the study wells is 1,070 ft.;
In other study wells in the Vickers and Rindge zone, the
vertical distance ranged from 1,728 to 1,758 ft.;
The gravel packs created in the Vickers and Rindge zones
in the study wells were found to be nowhere near the
discontinuous groundwater bearing bodies near the surface;
The volume of sand and fluid typically used in the high-rate
gravel pack treatments was small in comparison to the
volume used in typical hydraulic fracturing stimulation
treatments; and,
The modeled gravel pack length created by the high-rate
gravel-pack treatments in the Vickers and Rindge zones is
significantly less than that created by the hydraulic
fracturing treatments performed in the Nodular Shale zone.

A total of 8 hydraulic fracturing stimulation treatments were
pressure history matched and analyzed in the wells analyzed in this
report in the Moynier, Sentous and Nodular zones.
o The vertical distances from the top of the modeled fractures
in the deeper zones to the discontinuous groundwater
bodies are in the range of several thousand feet.
o In the case of study wells in the Nodular Shale zone, the
actual distances from the tops of the created hydraulic
fractures, after completing the well treatments, to the
discontinuous groundwater bodies was approximately
7,700 ft.
o This depth is sufficiently large for the hydraulic fracture
treatments to have no effect on the discontinuous
groundwater bodies.
Microseismic monitoring was conducted for the VIC1-330 and
VIC1-635 hydraulic fracturing treatments, completed in the Nodular
Shale zone.
o

The event moment magnitude recorded in the microseismic
monitoring of VICI-635 well ranged from -3.8 to -2.2 Mw,
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with an average of -3.4 for the VIC1-735 array and ranged
from -4.0 to -2.4 with an average of -3.4 for the VIC-925
array;
o

The event moment magnitude recorded in the microseismic
monitoring of VICI-330 well ranged from -3.2 to -1.3;

o

These events recorded in both the wells in the Nodular zone
were extremely smaller than the moment magnitude of +3
which can be felt on surface; and,
Similar results were found in another study. An extensive
review of microseismic monitoring of fracturing treatments
conducted in the US (Warpinski et al., 2012) demonstrates
that the very small induced seismicity associated with
hydraulic fracturing is not a problem under normal
circumstances.

o

•

Hydraulic fracturing is NOT a “drilling process.” Hydraulic
fracturing is a well completion method that is performed after the
well has been drilled and the drilling rig has moved off.
o

Sand and water typically comprise more than 99.5% of the
fluid system used in hydraulic fracturing.

o

The fracturing fluids pass down the well inside of the steel
casing until they reach the zone to be fractured.
The GWPC and IOGCC host a hydraulic fracturing
chemical disclosure registry called FracFocus at
www.fracfocus.org where public can find a list and
information about the additives used in hydraulic fracturing
stimulation treatments.

o

•

Groundwater and discontinuous groundwater bodies are protected
from the fluid contents of the well during drilling and production
operations by a combination of steel casing, cement sheaths, and
other mechanical isolation devices installed as a part of the well
construction process.
o

Casing and cementing help isolate freshwater bearing zones
and groundwater, where present, from the contents of the
wellbore, including drilling fluids, completion fluids and
flowback, or produced oil and natural gas and also help
prevent fluids from moving between the formation layers.
Proper sealing of annular spaces with cement creates a
barrier to both vertical and horizontal fluid migration.

o

DOGGR has strict guidelines on well design and well
construction that well operators must comply with.
Adhering to DOGGR’s well construction standards
regarding the use of casing, mud, and cement, serve to
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prevent fluid migration and the commingling of lesser
quality fluids.
•

•

•

Regular monitoring takes place during drilling and production
operations to ensure that these operations proceed within
established guidelines and in accordance with the well design, well
plan, and permit requirements.
o

In California, DOGGR oversees the drilling, operation,
maintenance and plugging and abandonment of oil, natural
gas and geothermal wells (Source:
www.conservation.ca.gov/dog/Pages/index.aspx).

o

Hydraulic fracturing has been in use for over 60 years and
both state and federal regulatory agencies, including the
EPA, have repeatedly stated that that they are not aware of
any instances of hydraulic fracturing resulting in
contamination of drinking water aquifers (IOGCC, 2009).

o

More than 30 state and federal regulatory agencies,
including the U.S. Department of Energy, the Interstate Oil
and Gas Compact Commission and the Ground Water
Protection Council have studied oil and natural gas industry
operations, including hydraulic fracturing. The reports
produced by these agencies all reach the conclusion that
that hydraulic fracturing technology is safe and well
regulated.

The layering of sedimentary rocks creates large variations in rock
stresses. The combination of variation in rock stress and changes in
rock properties at the interface between different layers creates an
environment that hinders the vertical growth of fractures.
The fracture-height growth in the Inglewood field is limited by the
physical properties of the multiple layered formations. For eg., in
the Nodular shale zone, the total number of microseismic events
observed during fracturing treatment were 939. Out of these, only 5
events were observed out of zone above the Nodular Shale. All
these events were within 20 ft. of the top of Nodular Shale.
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